INTERSESSION
HUGE SUCCESS
200 Travel to Pines
Dispite Faculty Prin .
Graduation. Weather
Pub, ZIP,BDM .XKE
SHOW IN FULL FORCE
Despite withdrawal of official
support, warm weather, and a conflicting graduation date, students
of the college traveled to the fourth
Intersession Winter Festival in
the Catskills.
Over two hundred students left
the school Wednesday, many realizing that the weekend had been
scheduled for the same time as
their graduation. A spot poll showed that many, when - given the
choice of loosing their $43 or missing the ceremony, chose to go to
the Pines . That choice was unusually simple far the majority
who made it .
The spirit of what was to come
was evident in the mayhem that
everyone enjoyed on the three
buses going up. For the first time,
an extra touch was added where
students were permitted to go in
their own cars, with well over
fifty students missing the -fun of
getting there .
Where the Action Is
Arrivals were greeted with the
usual problems, but they wasted
no time in getting to know "where
the action is," roving the hotel in
small groups, or in pairs

Badillo, Chandler, Meister
Address 200 BCC Graduates
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Students load for rigorous vacation
at the Pines
Four student groups seem to
have been there in force, with the
second floor of the hotel rooming members from Pub, and ZIP,
with BDM and XKE on the third.
Sleeping quarters arrangements
seemed to be more than the group
had hoped for with only the average complaints coming in once or
twice.
Poor Food
The biggest problems came from
the dining hall, where the food
left a good deal to be desired,
"running a close second," according to one student, "to the school
cafeteria ."
Entertainment, for Wednesday
night, was supplied by soft shoe
dancer, Fred Barber, singer, Betty
McLauren, and comedian Bobby
Efram, all in the Persian Room .
The show was preceeded by an
hour and a half of discotheque to
the sound of the Phaethons in the
_(Continued on Page 2, Col . 2)

KENNEDY C ONFAB
Train in Human Relations
by Mary Lou Buzzalino
The 5th BCC Human Relations
and Leadership Training Conference was held by the John F .
Kennedy Human Relations Society at Deerpark Farm Resort Hotel between Friday night January
20 and Monday afternoon January 23 .
Sixteen student trainers from the
Kennedy Society worked in close
cooperation
with
professional
trainers and coordinators from the
faculty of BCC and the human
dynamics staff of the Institute of
Applied Psychology in introducing
a new human relations skill to
some sixty BCC students .

Team Effort
The
skill, involving a series o
role playing scenes which drama
tize the manner in which emotion
block communication between peo
ple, was developed and tested b :
IAP President Dr. Geoffrey Lin
denauer . The JFK students train
ed extensively in the use of th,
skill for over a month prior to the
conference, and worked with IAP
personnel on conference training
teams in the respective groups . -ii
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(Below) Main Building at the
Deerpart Resort

Ephebic Oath
Administered
By ELLEN LEVINSON

Bronx Community College
held Commencement Exercise.
for over 200 January grad.
uates on Thursday evening,
January 26, in the college auditorium .
After the traditional national
anthem was sung, and an invocation was led by the Rev . Thomas
Hennessy, S .J ., President -.James
The Hon . Herman Badillo . . addresses January Graduates .
Allen Colston, greeted the audience with a welcome speech to the degrees after Dr. Sidney Silver .
graduates, introducing
"special man had presented the candidates
guests President Emeritus Dr, for degrees .
Meister, the organizer and builder
The Ephebic Oath, administered
of BCC ; (and) President of the by Hon . Renato J . Azzari, reaffirm!
Borough of the Bronx, Hon . Her- the graduates "devotion to our
man Badillo ."
city, state- and nation," and re.
Hon. Porter R . Chandler greet- dedicates "the ideals and sacred
ed the graduates with a message values of our democratic society .'
from the Board of Higher Education.

BC & C Symphony & Chorus

Finkel, Ann Glick, Andy Meyerson, Al Kaplan, and Arthur Marsh .
The faculty and professional coordinators were : Mr. Fred Zielke,
Director of Evening Activities and
faculty advisor of the JFK Society ; Miss Fredlee Kaplan, a
counselor at BCC and Mr. Zielke's
associate ; Mr. Dan Skillan, an evening counselor at BCC, a Professor of Psychology and Group Dynamics at Patterson State College,
and a long time Kennedy Society
trainer and consultant ; and Dr.
Lindenauer, who has also previously served as a trainer on JFK
sponsored conferences.

Valedictorian Jacob Lubin, a 51
year old _retired post office employee, addressed the graduates,
pointing out that "hard work alone
is not enough . It should be sup-

Selections by the Bronx ComEphebic Oath Administered
munity and College Symphony, unA commencement address was der the direction of Prof . Louis F
delivered by guest speaker Bronx _ Simon, Conductor, included "AlleBorough President, Hon . Herman luja" from the Motet, and Mozart' :
Badillo .
"Exulate Jubilate ."
Dr. Colston conferred academic
The Bronx Community and College Choral Group, with John C
Conductor, and Sylvis
which the BCC students partici- Hamell
Ever sole, Accompanist, selected
pated.
The conference was organized G . F . Handel's "And the Glory of
by a student committee of the the Lord," from "The Messiah,"
Kennedy Society headed up by and a spiritual, "Set Down SerTom Ratner and including Stu- vant."
Valedictory Address
dent Government President Ray

Looking Ahead
The Society will resume group
activities this semester, Tom Ratner pointed out, as the conference
closed, and he was hopeful that
the conference sufficiently aroused
student interest to bring about.
general progress in back home application of human relations skills.
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Club Forum Slated
For Nursing Center

Pines Holiday . . .

FIRST MOVE OF ITS KIND BY MAIN BLDG .

The first night BCC shared the
hotel with a group from Brooklyn Polythecnic Institute and Long
Island University, and the second
night with Staten Island Community College .

In order to extend more fully
the scope of BCC student activities, a club forum is currently being organized for the Nursing
Center .
The project, which is the first
move by the main building to bring
student activities to the Nursing
Center is being headed by James
Baumann, IOC chairman .
Questionnaires Distributed

Approximately fifteen student
groups have already submitted full
descriptions of their structure and
plans for the coming semester.
The names of these clubs will then
be put on a questionnaire for nursing students, and the results will

determine what activities in which

participate and at what times hey
would prefer to meet .

Continued from Page 1, Col . 5)

Persian Room, and the Silver Trio
in the Wedgewood Room .

Share With BPI, LIV and SICC

More Forums
The events and program for the
If the program is successful ;
weekend left little time for rest
plans will be made for a second
with most disregarding the fact
and succeeding forum in order to
that intersession vacations are supgive nursing center residents a
posedly for "rest and relaxation."
full opportunity to participate in
Students had a chance to try
BCC student affairs .
skiing, tobogganing, ice skating,
The student organizations curswimming, volleyball, pool, table
rently contributing to the forum
tennis, and "Survival of the Fitare : Macabees, Simba, Aspira, Detest" dancing.
bating Society, JFK Society,
Entertainment for the second
Drama Club, Film Society, Newman Club, Young Conservatives, night was supplied by the PhaePhi Epsilon Tau, Sigma Iota Nu, tons again, and a show featuring
Sigma Epsilon Xi, and Kappa Al- two very well received acts, with
Diane Payne, singing, and commepha Phi .
dien Jerry Shane breaking the
houe up in the Wedgewood Room.
BCC's intersessioners once again
left for home in extremely bad
wheather, arriving Friday night in
a driving rain .
Excellent Behavior

Most impressive behavior by the
students was observed despite administration fears that the students could not be properly supervised, and . would not deport themselves in a manner representative

of the college . There were no ma
jor infractions committed by am
one in the group, neither wen
there faculty members present
One student expressed the opinion
that this was possible because the
students were "left alone, trusted
and treated as though they could
behave in a decent manner ."

BCC To Go South?
Conference Says Maybe
Dr . James Colston met with sev .
eral community , leaders and col .
lege officials at a luncheon Jan
16, to discuss the possibility of a
new evening branch of Bronx Community College in the south Bronx
Dr . Sidney Silverman, Dean of
Administration ; Professor Manuel
Stillerman, Dean of Evening and
Continuing Education ; Dr.Bernad
P . Corbman, Acting Dean of Faculty ; Professor Peter J . Caffrey
Assistant Dean of Evening and
Continuing Education ; and Professor Daniel McGrath, Jr., Assistant Dean of Administration, attended the meeting .

Community- leaders present included Dr . Bernard Friedman, District Superintendent ; Rev. Leroy
Scurry, Jackson Community Cen. ter ; Mr. Charles Gilbert, Principal,
Alfred E. Smith High School ; Mr .
Paul Weinstein, Principal, Junior
High School 139 ; Mr. John Valentin and Mr . Frank Negron, Aspire ;
Miss Nellie Peissachwitz, South
Bronx Community Council ; Mrs .

Dean Silverman Leaves

McGrath, Rosenfeld In

Graduation, . .

(Continued from Page 1, Col . 5)
Rev . Thomas Hennessy, S .J ., ant
a welcome message by President
Colston . After dinner, Hon . Ben
jamin F . McLaurin, Chairman
BCC Committee, Board of Higher
Education,elvrdgtinso
the award winners .
Award Winners
Barbara L . Sloman was the recipient of the Mrs . Jonah J . Gold
stein Award for superior scholar •
ship and high quality of character
Stanley Hoppard received the Phi
Beta Kappa Award . The B'nai
B'rith Award went to Joseph E
Iuvine .
Michael A . Bernstein earned the
Annette Goldberg Award for best
repsntaiofegrtyin
character and service to the college community .

Meister Medallion
The Meister Medallion was received by William F . Zengel for
outstanding character, leadership,
and contributions to the students
and to the college .
Other award winners included :
Marianne Josephs - Myra E . Sayer Award ; Marianne Piaquadio English Award ; Augustine Rodriguez - Dr . Israel Gottesman
Award ; Harold L . Cope - Alexanders Retail Business ; Gloria Cuccovia - Alexanders Retail Merchandising Award .
Business Accounting, Retailing,
and Executive Secretary Awards
were given to Jacob Lubin, Harold
L. Cope and Cindy Angel, respectively. Frank Castro won the
Chemistry Award . The Engineering Science Award went to William
F . Zengel, with Darryl D. Zarilowitz as recipient of the Electrical
Technology Award . Mechanical
Technology Award was earned by

ALL SMILES AT COMMENCEMENT-from left to right, Bronx
Borough President Herman Badillo, Dr . Colston, and Porter Chandies, Chairman of the Board of
Higher Education .
Rudolph W . Arroyo .
The Health and Physical Education Award for women was received by Joanne M . Primus, and
for men, by Andrew Troutman .
Arnold L . Freilich received the
Mathematics Award . Modern Lan.guage Awards in French and Spanish were given to Bettina Weinberg and Solomon D . Piaseki, respectively .
The Physics Award went to Carol A . Leibman, and the Speech,
and Fine Performing Arts Award
went to Helen P . Andrucki.
Alumni Greetings
After the awards were presented
by Deans, Heads of Departments
and President Emeritus Meister,
Alumni greetings were given by
Herbert Lewis, President of the
BCC Alumni Association .
January Graduation was coordinated by the Committee on College Occasions, Chairman, Assistant Dean Daniel S . McGrath, Jr .
and Coordinator, Mr . William C .
Woolfson .

Dr . Colston has announced that
when Dr : Sidney Silverman,. Dean
of Administration, goes on a sixmonth sabbatical leave February
1, to become President of Bergen
Community College, the work of
his office will be handled by Professors Paul Rosenfeld and Daniel
S. McGrath, both Assistant Deans
of Administration .
In addition, Dr. Colston announced the promotion of 12 faculty
members . Mrs . June Buckley,
Chemistry ; Mr. Erwin Just, Mathematics ; Mr. Kalman Pomeranz,
Physics ; Miss Kathleen Prestwidge, Medical Laboratory ; Mr .
Oleg Rodziano, Chemistry ; and
Miss Kazuye Takai, Business and
Commerce have been elevated from
Assistant Professors to Associate
Professors .

DEAN SILVERMAN
Also, Miss Phyllis Berger, En-

gineering Technologies ; Mr . Martin Erdsneker, Physics ; Miss Jac-

queline Gardinier, Nursing ; Mrs .
Jean Killiner, Library ; Mrs. Ruth
Lane, Library ; Mr . Hans Winter-

feldt, Modern Languages, have
been promoted to Assistant Professors .

New BCC to
Get Funds

$20 million has been allotted to
BCC for construction of the new
campus by the City Planning Com•
mission. According to President
Colston, this will allow BCC to
more forward its enrollment to
5,000 full time students and approximately 8,000 part-time stu ,
dents .
Plans for the new campus have
been approved by the Board of
Higher Education and have been
submitted to the Mayor and the
State University for approval.

Construction is expected to begin shortly after February, 1968
with completion by Sept ., 1971 .

Edna Johnson, Bronx Urban
League ; Mrs . Evalina Antonetty,
United Bronx Parents ; Mr . Henry
Christ, Chairman, and Rev. Elmit
Brooks, Local School Board 7 ; and
President of local Parents' Associations.
Mr . Gilbert and Mr . Weinstein
offered space in their respective
schools for afternoon and evening
classes .
"The project will continue with
exploration of possible sources of
funds for the project," Dr . Colston
said .

The community leaders are -investigating further details and will
report back to Dr . Colston.
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CUNY
New

Campus Close-Up
College

for

Harlem

In 1841, a small Roman Catholi
college called St . John's at tha
time, now Fordham University, th
Urgent Need Cited
nation's fourth largest Roma :
Catholic university was set up on
Albert H . Bowker, Chancellor of
By its nature, the school would Rose Hill in the Bronx . A few
the City University, has submitted prepare students for immediate years later -the school. was given
a proposal to the Board of Higher employment in semi-professional from New York State twelve mus
Education asking for the estab- and technical fields or enable them
for the protection agains
lishment of one or more new eduto continue in a four-year school lets
threatened
attacks by anti-Cath
cational units in the Harlem area to obtain a bachelor's degree.
"Although the image of the olic Know-Nothings .
of Manhattan.
Among the possibilities consid- community college is slowly chang- Fordham University was prim
ered by Bowker for the largely Ne- ing," he added, "it has not in the. arily a school for the children o
Irish and Italian-immigrants con
gro area were a community col- past enjoyed the high prestige of -.cerned
with perserving their fait]
lege, an upper-division college to four-year colleges . There is also
prepare teachers for disadvantaged a real concern as to whether a against the forces of secularism a
schools, and a unit to train stu- community college in Harlem couldd with promoting academic excel
dents for health careers.
attract an integrated student lence.
An accompanying report to the body ."
A lot has changed since 1,841
Now Fordham has accepted a per
proposal emphasized that, "both
Urged to Move Quickly
centage of non-Catholics among
public policy and educational considerations appear to support" the
6,997 full time students . Fac
Dr . Bowker told the board that its
location of a CUNY Harlem unit . regardless of which institution ulty salaries have been upgraded
Dr . Bowker said in his proposal,
university decided to establish, the average pay of full professors
"From an educational standpoint, the
"it is important that the univer- $13,543 in 1965, will reach $22,501
locating a unit of the University sity make a commitment in prin- in three years.
in an area which historically sends ciple to plan for a unit in HarThe students at Fordham are
only a small portion of its students lem" . .
people with a purpose . Plans have
on to higher education may act
"Plans for the development of` been made for an entirely new co
as a motivating force to its young
land
in some of the prime areas educational liberal arts college on
people, and may help to reverse
a $25 million campus near the
current patterns of educational of Harlem are proceeding rapidly center of culture, Manhattan's Lin
and
the
university
should
move
under-achievement and drop-out ."
coin Center for the performing
He noted that state and city of- quickly if it wishes to reserve Arts . The Rev . Arthur Clarke, its
.
land,"
he
said
ficials, headed by Governor Rockexpects to accept 3,000 "ma
He noted that officials of the dean,
efeller and Mayor Lindsay, have
ture,
bright
students" to enjoy ai
urged increased building in Harlem Milbank-Frawley Circle Urban Re- urban, strongly humanistic curri
development Area have offered too culum . The Lincoln Center cam •
by governmental agencies .
The chancellor noted that the reserve a site for a university unit . pus already includes Fordham's :
possible establishment of a com- The area runs north from Central School of Law and will add the
munity college in the Harlem area Park to 125th Street and from School of Education, still house(.
was attractive from an educational Lenox Avenue eatward to Park in what Executive Vice President
Avenue.
standpoint .
Rev . T . Healy calls "a dump-bur
a dump on fire with enthusiasm .'
Many of the University's new
EDUCATION PLAN SET
leaders were picked from other city
schools by former Hunter College
FOR CU GRAD CENTER President J . Meng, who is now it
charge of the Lincoln Center
campus .
In September, Fordham is open500 Freshman To Start
ing a separate experimental college in which about 30 students a
Five hundred students, repre- a minor course in art or music .
year will live and study for three
A
feature
of
the
lecture
sessions
senting a cross-section of the freshyears with a dozen faculty memman class, will participate in a in English, art, music and other bers
and devise their own curricourses
will
be
presentations
by
special, experimental first year
culum
.
college education program which, outstanding writers, painters and
Other
new ideas at Fordham -incomposers.
will emphasize independent readThe Graduate Center is located clude a "3-" program to put eighth
ing and inquiry at the midtown
Graduate Center of the City Uni- at 33 W . 42nd St ., across from the grade youngsters into the univerversity beginning in September ; main office of the New York Pub- sity's prep school, run them
Dr. Mina Rees, Dean of Graduate lic Library . The building is under- through a B .A . in just six-years
going extensive alterations to meet instead of the normal nine .
Studies has revealed.
the
requirements of the new fresh-man chess
Fordham's new spirit shows up
Most class sessions will be in
. Woolworth's, which for- in its openly ecumenical, postsmall units led 'by an advanced merly occupied the ground floor conciliar attitude toward religion
graduated . Lectures by out- of the building, has moved .
in education. This month the unistanding professor-scholars and in- The program is intended to ;aid versity appointed a Lutheran
dividuals of achievement in liter- the expansioin schedule, which will Church historian, the Rev . Robert
ature, the arts and government increase freshman enrollment by L. Wilken, as a permanent mem5,000 in 1967 by accepting all eli- ber of its theology department will be part of the program .
high school graduates with an the first Protestant clergyman to
The program, although experi- gible
average of 82 or above .
hold such a full-time post at a
mental, will be equivalent to a
Dean Rees said, "What we pro- Catholic university . The school
year of study at any one of the pose at the freshman center is also employs Rabbi Irwin M . Blank
senior colleges . Freshmen will take revolutionary . We aim at making of Temple Sinai in Tenefly, N . J.,
fewer courses than at any CUNY college a new experience, not just as a visiting lecturer.
college, but the courses will be an intensified high school experiThe university's era of innovamore intensive . Dr. Rees explain- ence. Independent study is the key- tion began under Rev . Vincent T .
ed, "Our curriculum will be con- note . We hope further to vitalize O'Keefe, who left the presidency
fined to a few relatively basic the freshman year by using emin- in 1965 to serve as a Jesuit exsubjects, both by design and ne- ent scholars as lecturers and ad- ecutive in Rome. While Fordham
cessity ." Especially strong ground- vanced graduate students as class will always retain "the distinctive
ing will be provided in English leaders and subject counselors ."
attributes of a Catholic univerliterature and composition, forAll students who are eligible sity," it is confident that it can
eign language and history .
for full-time liberal arts study at "move into the mainstream" of the
The program each semester will any of the four-year colleges of U .S. education, to compete for,
consist of three major courses, one the City University are eligible to and serve, the nation's best ntslents and scholars
.

Publications
At

Fracas

Cornell

University

Magazine Confiscated
Recently the Faculty Committee the six taken into custody were
on Student Affairs at Cornell Uni- released shortly without any chargversity deemed it necessary to hold es against them . . .
a conference in view of the turWhile addressing the students,
moil created over the college's Thaler sternly warned that anyone
seizure -of a student literary ma- attempting to sell the magazine
gazine. The confiscation was a would be leaving himself open to
direct action provoked by an ob- arrest. To which the students
scene article, allegedly, contained shouted back in unison, "What
in the last issue .
right do you have to be a literary
Confiscation of the magazine, critic?"
Trojan Horse took place on ThursBundles of the magazine were
day, January 19, and the students flung at Thaler's feet as a cluster
were ordered to halt all sale of of students dashes forth to sell
copies. A court injunction warrant- copies of the 44 page student pubing the prohibition of selling the lication . According to Cornell
magazine was granted by State president James Perkins, who met
Supreme Court Justice' Harold with the student leaders in referSimpson .
ence to the uproar, Thaler's acOn the Saturday following the tion was not authorized by the
incident, fifteen hundred students University.
In question was a mimeographed
rallied to protest the action -taken
by the school authorities . When article stapled to the front cover
Tompkins County DA Richard of the magazine. The article "SeThaler appeared on campus prior lections from a Journal of David
to the court order, a demonstra- Murray," was reported by a stution erupted. Apparently, Whaler's dent editor as an account of the
support for the injunction brought author's sex life over a period of
undesired results. Said Thaler, about three or four months .
"we had a riot on our hands ."
Some 3,000 signatures have' been
Following the partial demolish- gathered by student leaders on pement of a police car by the dem- titions stating that the magazine
onstrators, six students were was not obscene and the court inbrought in by police . However, junction was out of order .
The Career-Corner
camps. The majority of the day
camps are conducted in affiliated
FEGS Has Jobs
community centers . A number of
For those students who are eager the camps are conducted on a nonto work, serve your community sectarian basis. In the city day
and at the same time become in • camps alone, there are 4,200 chilvolved in an interesting educational : dren. Beginning in July, the Federation camping season extends
proces,hianoprtuy
avail yourselves of such a career- from July for eight weeks.
building experience .
Any additional information may
The Federation Employment and be obtained by calling Irving BarGuidance Service (FEGS) with its shop, SPring 7-4900, Ext . 8 .
headquarters at 25 Park Avenue
South, New York City, has opened
INTRO to Meet
a bureau exclusively for camp
.
The
purpose
of
this
placement
New Grads
bureau is to interview college students and other interested persons
The New York chapter of the
for positions as general counselors American Marketing Association
next summer at the fifty-two vari- will host its second annual INTRO
ous camps sponsored by the Fed- Conference for graduating students
eration of Jewish Philanthropies of the New York area colleges
of New York. There are over a and representatives of leading corthousand openings available at porations at the Park Sheraton
these camps and the bureau has Hotel in New York on Feb . 9 and
been set up early, especially for 10 .
the convenience of college stuThe conference is intended to
dents desiring to apply now for bring together the students and
counselor positions next summer . personnel executives of leading
For young men and women, the manufacturing, distributing, retailqualifications for these camp va, ing, financial and marketing concancies consist of meeting the min- cerns, so that they can together
imum age requirement of 18 with explore job opportunities in marcompletion of at least one year of keting retailing, finance, advercollege at the time the camps tising, management and sales .
open . Older applicants are preferAmong the national organizared, however, those with previous tions which will participate in the
camp experience, or group leader- conference are- Allstate Insurance
ship or teaching background will Co., American Oil Co., Chevron
also be considered . Since most of Chemical Co ., Continental Can Co .,
the openings for the college stu- Johnson & Johnson, Proctor and
dents are at camps dealing with Gamble, Sears, Roebuck and Co .,
children, FEGS is especially in- and Singer Co.
terested in securing counselors who
Graduating seniors and gradare specializing in the fields of uate students interested in partieducation, psychology and socio- cipating in the conference may oblogy . Depending upon age, experi- tain registration forms now by
ence and college level, the salaries writing to the New York office of
range from $150 to $600 .
the American Marketing AssociaThe federation operates 16 resi- tion at 527 Madison Ave., N . Y.
dent county camps and 36 city day 10022. A small fee will be charged .

WHO'S

Ray Finkel
"A New Spirit"

WHO IN COUNCIL OFFICES

dent government has been going
down, down, down, and apathy has
been on the rise . A reason for this,
I believe, is that student government has not really been representative of the students of BCC,
but merely the representative of a
small clique ."
Mr . Finkel felt that the one
party system in the last election
showed the great amount of apathy in the school . He hopes that
there will be some type of school
spirit this term . He hopes there
will also be a functioning senior
council as well as a freshman
council and that he can bring the
nursing center closer to the main
building.

Ray Finkel, newly elected President of Student Council, hopes
that he will be able to improve
the student government of BCC .

Mr. Finkel attended Evander
Childs High School and plans to
go into psychology. He was active
in sports, graduating in June, 1963 .
He entered college in Sept ., 1963,
as an evening student . From the
beginning of his presence at BCC,
he worked hard at improving the
college . He became president of
the Evening division of the BCC
Young Democrats and raised the
membership from 15 to 73 students, making it the largest evening session club at BCC .

In Jan ., 1965, Mr . Finkel became a day student and decided
to take an active part in student
government. His first step was to
become the chairman of the Student Inquiry Committee . Under
Ray's direction, for the first time,
the committee had a definite purpose.
'
In the fall of 1965, Mr. Finkel
was appointed treasurer of Student Council . Ray also organized
a public relations committee which
sold tickets for the Four Seasons
concert .

Later, Mr . Finkel became chairman of the Constitutional Committee. During this term of office, Mr. Finkel said, "I found the
constitution of our government to
be a dead one . For the first time
in the history of BCC, a constitutional convention was called to
give our government a living and
working document ."
When asked why he was running, Mr . Finkel replied : "In the
three and one half years as a student at BCC, the thing that has
bothered me the most is that stu-

Vin Santella Good Experience
Senior Class President elect Vincent Santella brings an impressive
list of past activities into his office with him .

Mr. Santella served as senior
representative last term, was in
the Assembly for two previous
semesters and was a member of the
social committee, as well . He was
a delegate to BCC's Constitutional
Convention, where his experience
as a political science major served
him in good stead . He has been a
leading figure in his fraternity,
Chi Kappa Epsilon, in which he
held the office of pledge secretary
from October to December of 1965,
Mr. Santella's presence was also
felt on the rush, pledging, and social committees of his fraternity
and he is presently the chairman of
the constitutional committee of
that same organization .
It is hoped that Mr . Santella's
election will signal a - new era of
enthusiasm for senior class activities .

Steve Richter Always Active
Steve Richter, treasurer-elect,
assumes his new role with an impressive list of curricular and extra-curricular achievements .

An Evander Child H .S . graduate
Mr. Richter went out for both the
basketball and the rifle teams, and
became captain of the latter .

Stu Hoberman For Maturity

Here at BCC, he secured the position of assembly representative
for the Accounting Club and chairman of the assembly inquiry committee.

The nineteen year old accounting
Stuart Hoberman, newly elected major aspires for a future posivice president of Student Govern- tion in the government and perment, takes office in February spires for the BCC Rifle Club at
with not only a feeling, of grati- :he present .
tude toward the students of BCC
for electing him, but also with a
determination that the Assembly
will be an orderly and responsible
body.
In a post election statement,
Mr. Hoberman expressed his personal thanks to the students for
electing him and then warned all
assembly representatives to be on
their best behavior during the
coming semester .
Mr . Hoberman brings to his office a wealth of past experience
in leadership. A graduate of DeWitt Clinton High School, he served both as an elected officer and
president of his fraternity . He was
also president of the Bronx YMHA
Student Government, a member of
the Tri-State planning committee,
campaign manager of the "Action" Party here at BCC, and master frater of his fraternity . In addition, Mr. Hoberman has served
as assembly representative of the
United College Forum and as organizer and past president of that
same organization . Mr . Hoberman's successful campaign for the
vice-presidency has been interpreted by many student and faculty observers as a step toward
more responsible student leadershin in the Assembly.

Asked why he ran for the treasury, Mr. Richter "felt that (he)

could do more on the executive

committee than on the Assembly ."
res for the BCC Rifle Club at
the present.

Can Congress and Universities
function freely under a
"Standard Organization?"
!s accreditation "competitive
blackmail?"
Federal control - a possibility?

Without accreditation, are Universities "degree factories?"

Accreditment is the recognition accorded to an educational .institution in the United States by means of inclusion
in a list of institutions issued by some agency or organization which sets up standards or requirements that must be
complied with in order to secure approval .

These organizations and agencies are broken down
into three major groups throughout the country .
1 ., When an institution is chartered by a state,
that in itself is a check on the institution . Every
state in the . union guarantees minimum standards
and these institutions are periodically checked up on .
2 . Institutions are also checked by regional associations charged with the responsibility of accrediting institutions in the states and territories in which
they preside . These associations are : New England
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, North
Central Association of College& and Secondary
Schools, Middle States Association, Southern Association, Northwest Association, and Western College Association . These associations also periodically visit the institutions but have nothing to do
with the chartering of a university .
3 . The last of these groups are the individual professional organizations who check up on the individual curricula which lead to their professions . They
are in charge of licensing (along with the states)
the students in their profession . Some of these
groups are the Council on Medical Education, Engineering Council of Professional Development, National Council on Teacher Education, and the Council on Nursing, etc . These organizations guarantee
professional standards which maintain the' integrity
of the profession .
All of these methods play an important role in
maintaining standards in BCC . However, the one
which most concerns BCC presently is the regional
accreditation by the Middle States Association . This
method can be described as a judgment by ones'
peers.
This system evolved as a result of the social
makeup of the United States in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries . These universities were all state
chartered and due to philosophy of laissez-faire,
there were relatively few requirements or restrictions placed on these institutions of higher learning .
Some universities, m order to maintain high standards, maintained prep schools for the purpose of preparing the student for that particular curriculum .

Unfortunately, in a good many universities, almost
anybody wishing to attend a university with the
ability of reading and writing was accepted! This
was true especially in the south and the mid-west
where there were many new universities . Degrees
were given by different universities based on entirely
different syllabi . Thus some universities were "degree factories ." The state of American education
was chaotic and some people and organizations stepped in, in an attempt to regularize the standards and
the situation . Prior to the Civil War, the Yale Report was the most influential force on the regularizing of the academic standards . Universities such as
Yale and Harvard visited other institutions and
wrote up reports on the state of their institutions .
After the Civil War, in the Mid-West, following a
German tradition, University professors would visit
the high schools and give their approval to curricula .
Later, other universities joined in and out of this
grew the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary schools . Later, many other regional associations sprung throughout the country .
Despite all the dissaray, the Federal Government
did not attempt to interfere with the situation . This
was due in part to the famous Dartmouth College
case of 1819, which stated that the Federal Government cannot interfere with a state-chartered institution let alone revoke its charter . Charles Beard
described the case as :
A spectacular event more important in American educational history than, the founding of any single institution of
higher learning .

(Continued on Next Page)

Accreditation

(Continued from Preceding Page)

Unfortunately, because of the many new region,
associations and all of the professional association s
which were springing up, there were still many coy
flicts yet to be corrected . All of the separate region :
associations were working independently of each
other and the standards acceptable to one were not
always acceptable to the other . At the same time
regional associations would accredit a school just
to have that school discredited by a profession
organization . Since there were several disparitiee
between these separate accrediting agencies, the
National Commission on Accrediting was formed in
1946 . This agency was formed by the presidents o
the land-grant colleges, the liberal arts college :
state universities, private universities and urban :
universities . (Taken from the American College any
its Teachers, F. C . Rosencrance, 1962, p . 83, Mac
Millan) . The object of the Council was "to find way
and means of dealing with a large number of ac
crediting agencies which were having a powerful
impact on educational policies ." According to the
council, they have "reduced the abuses of accredit
ing ." They have been in operation since then up ti
the present.

The Issue . . . The Controversy
There has been talk concerning the worth of
diploma or degree issued by an institution which ha :
not been accredited . It was found that it is not ne-.
cessary to be accredited by a regional association
for an institution to give out degrees legally since
these institutions must be state chartered . However
when a student goes on to another institution of
goes out for employment, the fact that the guar
uated from an accredited institution speaks highly of
him .
But, there is a great controversy in the country
today concerning the pros and cons of accreditation
as our method of maintaining high standards in
America's universities and high schools . Many critics have pointed out that accreditation hampers the
academic freedom of our universities . One foremost
critic, C. H . Marvin, asserted that :
"Colleges and universities cannot ..function as trusted
free institutions of higher learning unless their faculties and
administrations representing them are kept from inferfer .
.e"ncbystadrizngo at

Later, Samuel P . Capen challenged the accrediting agencies with this statement .
"The issue is plain . Is the American university system to
be dominated by competitive blackmail, or is it to be conducted in accordance with the best judgment of the boards
end administrative officers charged with this responsibility
through legislative enactments? The American universities
gave the standardizing agencies license to live . Whenever
the leaders of the universities are ready to unite in the decision that these agencies shall liver no longer, they will
disappear. I think that day approaches ."

(These quotes were taken from : The American
College and its Teachers by F . C . Rosecrance, 1962,
p. 83 .)
It does not seem possible that Mr . Capen's predictions of the disestablishment of these accrediting
Associations stand as much of a chance as the individual states dissolving the Federal Government .
In interviews with Dr. James A . Colston, President of BCC, Dr. Clement Thompson, Dean of Students, and Dr . Sidney Silverman, Dean of Administration it was found that the administration felt
differently about accreditation . They find that accreditation is not a system where an institution is
forced to comply to rules but rather is a system
whereby there is a mutual exchange of ideas . When
the accreditation team comes, they look to see what
the aims of the college are' and how the college
achieves these goals. These three men find that
this system is a judgment by one's peers.
The question which then arose was : "what would
happen if the Middle States Association were to
make a recommendation which the administration
found unfair and unjustified?"

In this case, the college must justify its position
to the Middle States Association . Of course the college which does not have a good case will find it
most difficult to justify its position . In this case,
the institution which does not comply is in danger
of losing its accreditation . Today, St . John's faces
that possibility. It would appear that despite the
fact that this system of maintaining standards is
an exchange of ideas and a mutual cooperation between different institutions, it is still a strict method
of guaranteeing that the universities and the colleges of his nation will attain the highest standards possible.
In considering these possibilities, one should check

into the system of maintaing standards in foreign
countries . In Europe, the universities were given
birth in the middle ages and sponsored by the Catholic Church . However, during the French Revolution, the state assumed the responsibility of maintaining standards. That is to say that there are many
private universities in Europe, but they must meet
the standards of the State . In the United Kingdom
and the rest of the Commonwealth of Nations, an
institution may only receive accreditation from another university which has already got one. In Canada, there are approximately fifty degree giving institutions which are accredited out of a possible 300 .
All of these facts bear pressure on our system
of maintaining standards . There is certain doubt as
to whether this system is a permanent institution
which is here to stay or whether it will dissolve, and
government standards will replace those left by the
accrediting system .
The chances of Federal control of higher education are not so remote . University education may
become universal in this country in an attempt to
remain ahead of the enemies of the United States .
Decentralization was satisfactory in the days when
there was little communication and less reliance on
education_ for the welfare of this country . Today
it is considered imperative to maintain a superior
educational system . Many may favor this, pointing
out the centralized systems of France and West
Germany. The dissenters will point out the dangers
of Government control by pointing out Communist
Russia, Nazi Germany, and Fascist Italy . The conflict is that of collectivism for the security of the
country verses individualism in the interest of scholarship and individual interest .
Again in interviews with Dean Thompson, it was
his opinion that the "Federal Government was more
than cooperative with the universities . The Federal
government has not been interfering with the university standards at all but have left it up to the
separate accrediting agencies ."
However, it seems that the present system is
working out extremely well, since there are three
separate forms of checking the standards of the
universities . In this way there are many points of
view represented in shaping the future of America's
education .

TAUBER NAMED HUNTER PROFESSOR
To Research Speech In Graduate Division

Dr. Abraham Tauber has been
appointed under the auspices of
the Graduate Division of the City
University of New York as Professor of Speech to serve at Hunter College from Feb . 1, 1967, to
Aug. 31, 1967, on Jan. 20, 1966, it
was announced by Chancellor Albert H . Bowker. In addition to
teaching, , Dr. Tauber will engage
in a special research project
Dr. Tauber, Dean of Faculty of
Bronx Community . College, has
been on sabbatical leave from Sept .
1, 1966, to Jan . 31, 1967 . Dr. Tauber has been with the college since
its founding under the leadership of Dr . Morris Meister . At
that time, Dr . Tauber was appointed Professor of English and Speech
and head of the department . Within the following two years, Dr.
Tauber organized the department
of Modern Languages and the Social Studies department . In addition, he helped to organize the
cultural affairs program. He also
served as chairman of the Faculty
Committee on Academic Standing,
and as vice chairman of the Faculty Council and of the Board of
Directors of the Bronx Community College Association, Inc., the
student-faculty committee that is
responsible for funding student
activities at the college . He served
as a director of the Operation
Second Chance program, a research
project supported by the Ford
Foundation, which culminated in the
College Discovery Program of the

City University, and participated
in the Operation Giant Step program and other related projects .
Dr. Tauber became Dean of the
College in 1959 and he was responsible, under Dr . Meister, for the
academic program . Later, when the
Deans of Students and Administration were appointed, his main
responsibilities orbited in the area
of instruction and curriculum in
the educational program of the
college .
Dr. Tauber earned his Bachelor's
degree at City College and his
Master's and Doctorate from Columbia University . He began his
teaching career at City College and
later became a teacher in the secondary schools, serving at the
Bronx High School of Science for
twenty years with Dr . Meister as
principal . During this time, Dr.
Tauber became director of the
Speech Center in the Adult Education Division of the 92nd Street
YM-YWHA . He recently became
University Professor of Speech at
Yeshiva University, where he has
been serving as visiting professor
for the past twenty-five years .
Dr. Tauber has written extensively in professional and educational journals and has presented
papers at conferences and conventions of the Speech Association
of America . His book, George
Bernard Shaw on Language is being used in the United States, Canada and Great Britain .
Dr. Tauber is a member of sev-

eral fraternities as well as an honorary member of the national rhetorical and debating fraternity . He
and Mrs . Tauber have conducted
college students on overseas tours .
In previous years, they have served as directors of children's camps
and youth activities in community
centers . His wife, Mrs . Rhea S.
Tauber, is a Human Relations
Counselor with the Board of Education. Their two daughters are
presently teachers and their son
is a college junior . Dr . Tauber
served with the Overseas American
Red Cross in North Africa, Sardinia, Corsica and Italy .

He has participated as a member of visiting teams of the Middle
States Association of Colleges and
Secondary schools, and served as
coordinator for Bronx Community
College during the several times
that BCC and CUNY were visited during his tenure of office.
Dean Tauber has been awarded
the BCC medalion and faculty
scroll for his contributions to the
growth and development of BCC,
as well as being honored by various community agencies for his
activities.
As can easily be seen, Dr. Abraham Tauber's departure will be
felt by the administration and the
students. It is hoped that he will
have as much success in his new
assignment as he has had in his
past ones.

Student Relations
Dr. Colston welcomed each of
over 1,400 incoming freshmen with
a personal handshake on September 7, 1966 - this was a first in
the history of BCC .
Views expressed by Dr . Colston
at an interview earlier in the term
were that he wished to know the
students personally and not by
numbers. This seems to be his
prevalent theme throughout the
term .
In addition to close student association, Dr . and Mrs . Colston
sponsored a faculty tea on November 18, 1966, in an effort to
acquaint themselves with all members of the faculty and staff . Dr.
Colston scored another point because, as was expected, the tea
was a great success .

Goals
In his speech given at Freshman
Orientation, Dr . Colston said of
BCC, "that a friendly atmosphere
pervaded. the campus ; administrators, faculty and students work
together toward the achievement of
a common goal - the education
of the students ."
Basically, one of Dr. Colston's
primary goals is - "to give educational leadership as president ."
As president, he is chairman of
faculty, the Faculty Council, and
the Committee on Faculty Personnel and Budget. He works specifically with the Committee for Educational Offerings, and is responsible for major functioning committees where educational decisions are made and "relate directly to the students, where the decisions are made for the students.

Dr. Colston works closely with
the Dean of Students, Dr . Clement
Thompson, so that "in association
(with him) I learn the desires,
goals and problems of the students
and we discuss and' try to work
them out ."

Needs for Knowledge
One of Dr . Colston's first impressions to the Bronx Community
College campus were the "adverse
conditions in which the faculty
must work and the lack of office
space provided for them ."
Dr . Colston believes that his
"main job is to provide the best
conditions under which the faculty can teach and the students
can learn, grow and develop .

"Students need stimulating faculty members and good educational
facilities, (such as) libraries, laboratories, and various other learning
aids, (in addition to) recreation and social facilities ."
In his speech at the Honor's Convocation on November 9, 1966, Dr .
Colston stated : "The fullest development of our minds will occur only
when there is a desire to learn and when our minds are open to the
reception of new knowledge ."
The duties of a president vary. Some of Dr. Colston's jobs were
mentioned above . Another one of his main jobs is to see that BCC is
financially and academically supported .
At Knoxville, a privately supported institution, Dr . Colston spent
much time travelling, "sometimes from California to Maine," interpreting the college to a wide audience including members of religious
organizations, different foundations, and scores of individuals who
would, through monetary means, support the college .
Bronx Community College is a government owned institution, and
requests for funds are brought up before the City Planning Commission, and the Board of Higher Education .
Presently, Dr . Colston is dilligently working, "to be sure we move
forward as rapidly as possible toward our new thirty million dollar
campus ."
"If there is any one regret (I have) about facilities concerning the
present campus," Dr . Colston recently stated, "(it is) the lack; of
space and crowded conditions prevalent ."
In effect, he said that students
o~
need more space in which to study .
The lounge is usually crowded and
noisy . The library can only accommodate a limited amount of stuX
f"15dents . Most classrooms are used
each period so that it is difficult
'
to assign permanent study rooms
At the new camp' : s, where each
` '
curriculum will have its own building,adequtfcilswbe
provided for the 5,000 full-time
students .
: ~.
Dr . Colston believe that when the
Bronx
Community
College
is
read to move into the newcam-pus,
everything should be moved
at one time .
Ma.
f
Left : Here Dr . Colston personally
shakes hands with each of over
1,400 freshmen - first time in history of BCC.

. .::

;

Student Activities
"My opinion at this point," Dr . Colston said, "is that we have one
of the finest group of students I have known, and I have been president of three colleges prior to Bronx Community College .
"The many cultural, social and recreational activities sponsored by
students and faculty really are indications of high standards in education .

"I am very impressed with students who go into activities and who
give leadership to programs ."
As an example of this, Dr. Colston mentioned THE COMMUNICATOR. He was gratified with the enthusiasm showed by the staff
and the many activities in which the staff engages .
Dr. Colston- was pleased by the performance of Macbeth which
was brought to BCC in November . He feels that music programs,
dramatic productions, activities of the debate society, etc ., "are all
activities indicative of good leadership of faculty and students . Departmental programs of education are very significant ."
Dr . Colston regrets that, "we do not have larger attendance at these
activities." He attributes this to the fact that since students do not
live on campus, many must travel long distances to reach school,
thus preventing attendance at night functions . At the nursing center,
however, where many students live on campus, Dr . Colston praises
attendance given by the nurses at the many projects there .

"The Imprint of His Image . . . "
The end of the first 150 days has come . It has been challenging,
stimulating difficult and rewarding to the students, faculty and staff,
and, of course, Dr . Colston.

There will be more days, more terms and more horizons to knowledge. The beginning is always the most difficult . Dr. Colston has related himself with fervent qualities in leadership to the school and
the community . In acceptance, the school and community have received him with genuine pleasure and looks to him for guidance in
the same manner as has been shown these past 150 days .

Perhaps Dr . Colston is best described by Dean Sidney Silverman :
"He is patient and understanding in an effort to appreciate the interests and qualities of the diverse personalities which make up a college . The imprint of his image will inevitably remain ."

CUCC - SIX MONTHS OF SUCCESS
The "Campus"

The City University College Center is situated

at the YMCA . It occupies the first and second floors

of the "Y" and also the basement . The facilities
include a separate cafeteria for students, as the

"Y" cafeteria is filled with policemen from the
nearby precinct and judges from the Criminal Court

located a few doors away . There is also a gymnasium, a swimming pool and a library .
sium,

When the executive director of the YMCA was

CUCC For one Year

interviewed, he said he was quite pleased that the

"Y" was going to be used for a center . He said

Inasmuch as the center was formed for one year only, the students
attending will find their way to other city colleges in June . They
will be, as sophomores, automatically accepted by Bronx Community
College, or may transfer to a four-year college, depending on their
qualifications .
These qualifications do not consist of the student's performance
at CUCC (where he must maintain a two index to be a matriculant),
but - his high school average and college boards . As of now, an average of eighty-two, and a composite score of one hundred and sixtyfour are required by the four-year colleges . However, these requirements may change by June .
Those going to Bronx Community College will not have any trouble
adjusting to the procedures of the school . Right now, the students at
CUCC are taking the same courses that are offered to freshmen at
BCC . The only differences stem from the fact that classes are held
at the YMCA where there are no laboratory facilities . Speech is offered instead of science courses and students studying modern languages are unable to gather more experience at the audio-lab .
The students that enter the four-year colleges will most likely
suffer a loss of credits . As the college will accept the courses that
were taken at CUCC, they may not accept them on the same basis
on which they were given . For example, a math course at CUCC
may carry five credits, but Hunter or City will grant it only three or
four credits .

that the students .add a little life to the "Y", and
he was more than happy that he had the facilities
to offer .

The faculty at CUCC . consists of approximately

fifteen teachers from several colleges . Most of
them teach full time at the center, while some may

come in for a few classes a week . There are only
a few teachers from Bronx Community including

Dr . Monticone, who is the co-ordinator of the center.

Future Plans
To speak about the future plans of CUCC is to

say nothing . The college centers are merely acting
as a break in the perpetual flow of education-

seek-ers coming out of our high schools . Now that there
is sufficient room to admit even the January, 1967,

high school graduates, the five college centers will
dissolve at the end of the spring semester .

Actually, the student does not stand a great loss as the program
Unfortunately, there is a likelihood that centers
at CUCC allows for this loss of credit . It offers more credits and
of this kind may be seen again in years to come.
hours a week per course so the student will not be placed in a posiDespite the fact that plans for constructing new
tion where he -cannot keel' up with the students of a four yea -'college.: .
college buildings are underway, there will probably
On the other hand if a course taken at CUCC is not acceptable as be more students to fill these buildings . But, with all
the room provided by these new colleges, requirea required course it may be given credit as an elective .
At any rate, students attending classes at the YMCA are not eager ments to gain admission will undoubtedly be modito transfer . As there are only three hundred attending, there is a fied and CUNY perhaps will find itself with a probfriendly, comfortable atmosphere . The students get personal atten- lem similar to that of June, 1966 .
tion from their counselors and teachers, attention they know they
will never get anywhere else.

In September the four-year colleges must expand
to meet the demands of entering freshmen, as well
Of course, there are put-downs of "Operation Leapfrog" by other as sophomores from CUCC and juniors from comcolleges, but the students of CUCC take it in, stride . Actually CUCC munity colleges . If the money for renting space is
is not inferior in education, teachers, or students. It is merely a step- not available, CUNY may find itself with the need
ping stone to higher education . As stated before, the program at the for another City University College Center . It all
center is equivalent to that of BCC, which has raised its standards depends on the budgets of the city, the state, and
in recent years .
even the colleges .

NLN Accredits Nursing Curric

First Time With No
Changes Called For

Accreditation
Optional Honor

By MAUREEN McDONALD
Without
recommending any
change for the first time in it :
history, the National League of
Nursing granted the Bronx Community College Nursing Curriculum accreditation at its board
meeting in mid-December.

Receiving accreditation from the
National League of Nursing is
voluntary and thus, not necessary
for the school to continue its nursing curriculum. It is, however, an
honor to receive this accreditation .
It is a symbol not only to the students in the curriculum but also
to those hospitals and agencies
employing them. It indicates that
the nursing program at BCC is
not only adequate but meets the
high standards of NLN. There are
several nursing schools and curriculums licensed by New York State
which either have not been accredited or have lost their accreditation by the NLN.
When a curriculum or school receives this accreditation, it cannot
merely rest on Its laurels. The
NLN team not only returns to the
school periodically, but every five
years the school or curriculum
must apply for re-accreditation .
The needs of our society are constantly changing. Therefore, the

This accreditation is an entirely
separate and distinct one from
that which was received by the entire college from the Middle States
Accreditation Association late last
year . These two
groups, the
MSAA and the NLN, are in no
way connected or affiliated with
one another.
The National League of Nursing,
a professional organization, formed
a committee five years ago to investigate the junior and community college programs in nursing
leading to an R.N . and an Associate degree. This committee creat-e
dawritenc awhienbld
the NLN to evaluate individual
nursing programs and, based on

this criteria, either grant or den
accreditation to the program .
For a school or curriculum t
become accredited by the NLN
must submit a request for a visit
by the accreditation team . Then
self-evaluation of the Nursing
Program
NLN must be submitted to the

nursing
profession,
must
be
changing in order to meet these
changing needs . It is necessary,
in maintaining NLN accreditation,
to constantly evaluate the program and institute any necessary
innovations. As Dr. Beatrice Perlmutter, heard of the Nursing Department, said, "A nursing pro=
gram which remains stagnant is
a program which is no good."
"Having NLN accreditation," as
a nursing student said, "is like
having a guarantee that you are
receiving a good education in
nursing "
It took long hours of bard work
by the faculty and administration at nursing center both to prepare for the NLN team visit and

to compile the necessary selfevaluation report.
This is a brief summary of what
the National League of Nursing is.
However, it is important that the
nursing students be made aware
of the exceptional effort that our
faculty and administration put
forth . The college takes great pride
in knowing that the Nursing curriculum will never remain stagnant but will always adapt itself
to our society's continuously changing needs, producing a nurse to
prevent sickness, heal the ill, and
stand proudly with the BCC cap
as a tribute to those who cared
enough to put it there and will
produce a nurse capable of coping
with these needs.

WELCOME BACK
SPRING 1967 SPECIALS
AT THE

BRONX COMMUNITY BOOKSTORE
116 E. 184th ST.

K & E LOG-LOG
DUPLEX DIRECTRIX
SLIDE RULES

BRONX COMMUNITY
CARRY - All!

Reg . Price

$27.95

Reg. Price

$4 .75

SALE Price

$19.95

SALE Rice

$3.95

THOUSANDS OF USED
TEXT BOOKS AND PAPERBACKS

SHOP EARLY & SAVE MONEY

for breath so you can do likewise . Suddenly he quits and twenty odd
exhausted, bodies thud to the floor . But wait . There's still more to
come . Further limbering up exercises including push-ups, sit-ups, squat
thrusts, etc., follow. By the time this is over we have a group that
looks like candidates for a nursing home .
The Royal Canadian Air Force has come up with exercise plans for
physical fitness which amounts to twelve minutes of homemade torture
a day . Once you have mastered these exercises it is undoubtedly, true
that you will feel better mentally, and physically . You will have a
stronger heart and will be able to cope with physical stress and withstand fatigue longer than unfit persons . What they fail to mention
is what takes place when you are so hungry that you eat two helpings
of all the 'wong' foods, and collapse into bed, a specimen of physical
fitness!
Meanwhile, back at the gym, you have advanced to such wonders
as the mats, parallel bars, horse and balance beam . The mats are the
basic equipment used and allow for such things as the forward roll,
the inch-worm, and the seal walk. Being best seal walker in the class
is really a boost to your ego . You slip, across the floor looking like
some sort of an idiot . The short and long crab are not animals on
the beach, but routines on the parallel bars . Here you helplessly find
your legs have gone in opposite directions (you, by the way, are upside down), trying to figure out how the heck to get right side up .
The balance beam, approximately two inches wide and seven feet long,
is not to test the sobriety of the students . If this was the case the
number of intoxicated persons would outnumber those who could `walk
a straight line.' Seriously, though, as the name implies, this is for
balance and the trick is to look straight ahead, arms outstreched on
either side, and try -not to trip over your feet . If this fails you can
always fall, but then your spotters are there to catch you . This is to
protect you, but sometimes it doesn't work and all three of you fall
(it's friendlier that way) . The trampoline is really fun . The kill bounce
is what is supposed to make you stop . I say supposed to, because it
doesn't always work . With arms waving, knees knocking-instead of
locking, you stand there, momentarily, before collapsing in a heap .
Stumbling away from the trampoline you come upon the horse . This
instrument is for jumping feet first, though many try head first . But
don't worry . You can always depend on your spotters .
The grand finale of these two hours is the ten minute run . (You
need this like fifty more push ups) . All you want to do at this point
is to lie down and maybe never get up . But no, we must run. The
bright side of this (if there is a bright side) is that we have music
to run to . Fast run, slow run, walk, slow run, fast run, walk . . . By
this time your voice is cracking, dehydration is setting in, fatigue has
changed to numbness . So ends another GH 1 class .

PHYS. ED.
CLUB NOTE

On Thursday, Jan . 12, the Physi-

cal Education Club was again addressed by representatives from

one of the City University's four-

year colleges . Dr . Frank and Miss
Tobin, of Hunter College's Physi-

cal Education Department, spoke
on the merits of Hunter and the

requirements for physical educa-

tion majors there . -A list of courses
required by Hunter was distrib-

uted and the students asked questions as to what courses are pre-

requisite to entering Hunter. It
was brought to the attention of

the group that a failure to fulfill

a course requirement in high school
may require that the student make

up the deficiency before graduation from Hunter.

The discussion with Dr . Frank

and Miss Tobin was especially suc-

cessful in that many of the P . E .
Club members are interested

transfering to Hunter.

in

There are other facets to the

P. E . Clubs, such as finding sum-

mer jobs for students. Prof. Steuerman, the club's advisor, is supplying interested club members

with information as to probable

opening for counselor positions at

summer camps . In the future it is
For you girls who are taking GM 1, I hope this gives you a little
insight into what awaits you in our gym . For those of you who hap- expected that club members will
pen to see some poor soul limp up the stairs, or painfully and slowly also participate in the organization
bend to pick something up, be a little sympathetic . Your turn will come . of intramurals .

COMMUNITY NEWSLETTER
Festival

BCC Orchestra and Chorus

The Speech Arts Festival will be
held in, the Spring as usual, under
the direction of Professor Minerva
Stergianopoulos .

The Bronx Community and College Choir is offering Music 21
or 22 as either a one credit course
or as an extra-curricular activity .
The choir meets on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings from 6 :20 to
7 :30 PM in the auditorium . If you
can hold your part in a mixed
chorus, see Mr. John Hamell, conductor, in the BCC auditorium at
6 PM, on Tuesday or Thursday,
Feb . 7, 9, 14 or 16 .
The next choral concert will be
on Friday, May 19, 1967, at 8 :30

The preliminary program will be
held on Thursday, May 4, 1967 .
Best speakers will be chosen from
those who participate in the preliminaries.
The Festival is open to all stu-

dents, whether they are taking

speech courses or not . The rules

for the Festival will be made

PM. The featured works will be
the "Gloria" by Antonio Vivaldi
and Part III of Emst Bloch's "Sacred Service ."
The Bronx Community and College Orchestra, under the direction
of Professor Louis P. Simon, meet :
Saturdays from 10 AM to 1 PM
The orchestra, like the choir, offers Music , 31 or 32 as either s
one credit course or an extra curricular activity .
The next orchestral concert is tc
be announced .

public at a later date .

Dramatic Note
The Dramatic Club, under the di-

rection of Mr. Gilroy and Dr . Rock-

wood, will produce a major drama-

tic production in the Spring. Dr .
Rockwood will direct, with Mr .
Gilroy and the members of the

play production class in charge of

the technical aspects of production .

this past December .

Anyone interested in the activi-

ties of the Club should contact
Mr . Gilroy, Dr. Rockwood or the
Speech Office, Rm. 311 A .

Monday, February 6 - First day of classes .
Thursday, February 16 - 12 :00-2 :00 PM English Department film, "Richard III" Auditorium .
Friday, March 10 - 8 :00 PM BCC Orchestra - Auditorium .
Thursday, March 10 - 12 :00-2 :00 PM English Department
film, "Romeo and Juliet" - Auditorium .
Thursday, March 16
5-19 .

12 :45 - Chamber Music Concert

Thursday, March 16 - 8 :30 PM - College Lecture Cultural Committee .
Saturday, March 25 - Spring Dance, semi-formal - Sheraton Atlantic Hotel, 9 PM-1 AM .

Debate Team Takes Two

March 24-April 2 -- Spring Recess .

This past F all 1966 term, the

Friday, April 14 - 12 :45 PM Chamber Music Concert .

Debate Club won two awards . They
took second place in the New York
State Junior College Debate Tour-

nament, held at Cobbleskill, N . Y .,
in November. They also came in
second in the second annual Bronx
Community College Debate Tour-

nament in January, in which Miss
In addition, the Dramatic Club Jayne Bruntel, a January graduate ;
itself will produce a musical variety won an award as the best negashow similar to the one presented

SPRING CALENDAR

tive speaker.

In October, the team attended

a two-day workshop in Syracuse,

N . Y., which was sponsored by

the New York State Debate Society, and another debate tourna-

ment at the Annual Novice Debate Tournament at Iona College
New Rochelle . Although they did
not win an award there, they won
half of the debates they participated in .
The topic to be debated on for
the Spring 1967 term is : "Resolv .
ed : That the United States Should
Substantially Reduce Its Foreign
Policy Commitments ."

Friday, April 7 - Simba Show - 8 PM - Auditorium .
Thursday, April 20 - 12 :00-2 :00 PM English Department
film, "Henry V" - Auditorium.
Friday, April 21 - 8 :00 PM Play Production .
Saturday, April 22 - 8 :00 PM Play Production .
Monday, May 1 - BCC Charter Week .

Saturday, May 6 - 8 :30 PM - An Evening's Frost -Free .
The team will remain active
Friday, May 12 - 7 PM Fashion Show and Dance - Reduring the Spring semester under
tailing Club - Auditorium .
the advisorship of Mr . Donald CanThursday, May 18 - 12-2 :00 PM English Department film,
ty . Anyone wanting to participate
in the Debate Club should contact "Midsummer Night's Dream" - Auditorium .
either Mr . Canty personally of
Friday, May 19 - 8 :00 PM BCC Chorus - Auditorium.
through the Speech Office, Rm
Friday, May 26 - 8 :00 PM BCC Orchestra - Auditorium .
811 A.

GRAPPLERS
BREAK 2-2

The Bronx Community College

wrestling team ended its regular
season contests with a 2-2 record,
much to the satisfaction of Coach

Mitchell Wenzel. With winning
records against City College and
Ulster Community and setbacks by

SWIMMERS WRAP-UP
POSTING WITH A44
By JOEL COOPERSMITH

In its third official year, the treestyler . In his first attempt at
BCC swimming team has enjoyed the 400 yard freestyle against
its most successful season . The Brooklyn College, he was only ten
Mermen have established this mile- seconds off the school mark . Tony
stone by posting a 4-3 record, with is the other foreign student on
one meet remaining on the sched- the team, coming from Yugoslaule .
via . In his first year on the team
Against the U .S . Maritime Acad- Tony scored 11 points . He is in the
emy, BCC's problem was lack of liberal arts curriculum here at
swimmers and team adjustment . BCC .
Against Brooklyn College they
Ron Britto swims the butterfly
faced a superior team . Against and freestyle on the team as he did
Monmouth, which recruits its mem- at Benjamin Franklin High School,
bers by scholarship, they were where he also ran on the track
"killed."
team . Ron is a liberal arts stuBut once facing teams of our dent majoring in language . He
own caliber, the strength of the hopes to become either a language
members showed through . Swim- teacher or a youth worker in lanming against Paterson State Col- guage . In the summer Ron also is
lege in an unofficial meet, they a lifeguard at Orchard Beach and
defeated them 34-21 . In our first a counselor at Jacob Riis Park .
Irwin Seltzer. Irwin graduated
official home meet they swam a
triangular meet against Brooklyn from DeWitt Clinton H .S ., and is
(Continued on Page 12, Col . 3)
Poly and Bishop Loughlin High
School, defeating both by a +score
of 66-59-34 . Swimming against the
City College freshman squad, they
destroyed the, team by a score of
66-28 . And once in every season
there is a meet of great interest .
Such was the one against St . Francis which they lost 59-37. At any
rate, there is no telling what the
team will be able to do once the
pool in the new air space campus
is built . It would be a sorry mistake if the pool were ever left out
of the plans.
Here is a breakdown of the team
members :

I

1

Bob Miller, in his second year on
the squad, is the team's leading
distance freestyler, scoring 43
points while swimming both the
500 and 1,000 yard freestyle events .
He is a textiles major in the
business retailing Christopher Coalso swam for Christopher Coalso
lumbus High School where he was
the team captain . Bob has been
swimming . competitively for four
years . He felt his best race, this
year, was his 500 yard freestyle
against City College where he
knocked eight seconds off his own
mark and fifteen seconds off the
old school mark from last year .
Stu Reiter . This is Stu's first
year on the team . He swam the
backstroke . Though Coach Wong
feels that Stu has improved greatly since the beginning of the season, he has been unable to score
any points . Stu's true love, though,
is baseball, where he is a star
pitcher for a sandlot team . He is
a pre-engineering major and was
graduated from DeWitt Clinton
High School .

Mickey Nerainger is one of the
two foreign students on the team .
He was born in Israel . Mickey
swims the breaststroke for the
team . He is in the business retailing curriculum . Mickey's best meet
this year was against City College,
when he scored 4 points .
Tony Grazan . Tony is Coach
Wong'e hope for next season as a

Suffolk and Westchester Commun_
ities, Coach Wenzel is eagerly anticipating the spring term. Regionals at Suffolk, the weekend of
Feb . 24, is the immediate concern .
It is felt by the mat mentor that
the team is in a good position to
(Continued on Page 12, Col. 3)

I

SWIMMERS WRAP-UP
(Continued from rage 11, Cot . 4 .

I in his second year of competition
Although, Irwin hasn't swum much
this year, he did swim the tough
1,000
placing
yard
freestyle,
third . He is also on the Newslet
ter staff and a member of the
Business-retailing curriculum . Hi :
job was to help Coach Wong an(
team manager Ann-Marie Moliere
keep times and records . He is plan,
ning to transfer to the Barnet
Business School in January.
Tony Alexander . Tony is a Lib
eral Arts major at BCC and a bio •
major, hoping to transfer to Hunter College . On the team for hi :
first year, Tony, according to
Coach Wong, has been one of the
newcomers this year who showed
a great deal of improvement. HE
swims the freestyle and has scored three points for the team . Hi ;
best race was the 160 yard freestyle against City College where he
placed second after a tough race,
He is a member of BDM fraternity,
He came from Cardinal Hayes
High School and will remain on
the team next year.
Carl Ekblom . Carl is this year's
co-captain . He has been swimming
competitively for eight years, both
at Rhodes School and Colorado
State University . He is in the Liberal Arts curriculum, planning to
go on to veterinary medicine
when he transfers to the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. He is the
team's number one sprint freestyler, swimming the 50 and 50(
yard free style events . His best
race this year, in which he scored
39 points, was a 100 yard freestyle at Maritime with a time of
1 :01 . Carl became one of the two
married men on the team when he
was wed to last year's team manager, the former Patricia Moreno

Woody Diaz has a long swimming career behind him . He swam
at the Boy's Club, and was Captain of his high school team . He
was graduated from Monroe, where
he was senior vice president of his
class . Last year, in swimming the
breaststroke for the team, he scored 41 points . Woody's best race
was against Brooklyn Poly in the
100 yard breaststroke_ Woody, the
other married man on the team,
hopes to teach Health Education .
Coach Wong hopes that Woody
will follow through with his plans
to return to the team next year .
Jack Fitzsimmons . Besides being
on the swimming team, Jack Fitzsimmons writes for the Communicator and expects to be elected vice
president of the Retailing Club .
He is enrolled in the business and
retailing management curriculum
and hopes to continue in this field
at Pace College . Jack has only
swam in three races this year and
placed third in one of them .
Marv Scherb. This is Marv'e see-

and year on the team .Althoug
he didn't do any competitive swim
ming at DeWitt Clinton Higi
School, he is the team's number
two sprint free-styler this year

He has scored 29 points . At BCC
he is enrolled in the Pre-engineer
ing Curriculum with aspirations of
becoming an architect . He hope;
to follow up his career at Pratt
Institute . Marv felt his best race
was against City College where
he swam the 50 and 100 yard freestyle, placing first and second .
John Pescador . John is another
member of the team who has beer
swimming for a good number of
years . He swam at Monroe High
School as a free-style contestant
At BCC he swims the free-style
and backstroke . This year he scored 43 points . After school, John
is a school aid at Herman Ritter
J.H .S . In the summer John, along
with his brother Helmuth and Ron
Britto, is a lifeguard at Orchard
Beach .
Helmuth Pescador . This is Helmuth's first year on the team and

first in competitive diving . He
comes from James Monroe High
School. Here at BCC, besides his
main chore of diving, he also swims
the free-style, he has scored 20
points. Helmuth's job was a diffi-

cult one as diver since, at the pool
in the main building, there is no

diving board and he had to dive

on his own at the "Y ." Helmuth
did his best diving this year against

the Maritime Academy at the be .
ginning of the season . On graduating from BCC he will go to the

University of Southern Connecticut .
Rob Brown . Rob is the one player
on the team who has been swimming competitively for over ten
years . He also swims for the Bronx
Union "Y" where his team placed
fourth in the YMCA national championships this year . At BCC he
is taking a liberal arts course in
elementary
education .
This
is
Brown's second year on the team
and, as last year, he is captain .

Top row : Coach Wenzel, Jose Villages, 152 lbs ., Bill Hopton 177 lbs .;
Allan Cohen 145 lbs ., Ralph Gelber 167 lbs . Bottom row : Joe Kattan
115 lbs., Al Goetz 130 lbs., Captain Norberto Vasquez 137 lbs .

GRAPPLERS BREAK

(Continued from rage it, Col . 5)

finish with a respectable slate .
Here, then, is a rundown on the
individual performances :

In the 115 lbs . class, Joseph Kattan, a first-year man, (as are virtually all the members) was a 1-2 ;
however, Coach Wenzel "expects
him to do quite well next season."
At 123 lbs ., Tony Lopez, a CUCC
student, lost his only decision but
is counted on for a big year .
A seven pound jump to Nobert
Vasquez, recently named captain,
found the 130 pounder at 1-3, but
showing "a lot of potential ."
Alan Goetz, of Taft High School
and at 137 lbs., was 0-1, but his
gymnastic experience at Taft is
foundation for great ex .pectations .
Also at 137 lbs, and also named
Alan, is Alan Cohen of Evander
Childs High School, 1-2, on the
year, and an aspirant Physical
Education major.
In the 145 lbs. class, Orlando
Rodriguez lost his first two decisions and then, won his next two .
Wenzel "expects a lot more" from
this frosh.
Jose Villegas, at 152 lbs ., accumulated one of the better re-

sive 3-1 mark.
Jerry Szyjewitz, at 160, equaled
the performance . This January
graduate, transferring to CCNY,
hopes to continue wrestling there .
Also at 160 l bs . i s Henry Skinner. Wrestling mainly in exhibition matches, Skinner had the only
perfect record on the team, - with
a win record of 2 and no .

Among his many wins he felt his
best race was the 200 yard individual medley against Monmouth
College. This year, as the team's
butterfly swimmer and all around
utility man, he has scored sixtysix points, and has placed less
than first only three times this
season, taking two second places
and one third place . In the summer -Rob is also a lifeguard at
Orchard Beach . He plans to become a physical education teacher
on the high school level . As captain of the team, his responsibilities entail keeping the squad together as a unit, presiding over
the team workouts and helping
Coach Wong plan the workout
sheets .

Ann-Marie Molieve is the first
manager of the swimming team
167 pound Ralph Gelber, grad- who doesn't know how to swim,
uating this month, finished at 0-3 .
The team discovered this when
In the "heavyweight" class, Bill they threw Ann into the pool after
Hopton, 177, who will probably one of their wins. She came out
drop to 167 for the championships, of the pool wet but safe . At any
closed out the season at 2-2.
rate, that impairment doesn't afMr. Wenzel, now that his job is fect her job as the team's time
secure (after being understudy to and record's keeper . During a meet;
Prof . Steuerman), announced that Ann-Marie can be seen running
he will hold informal practice for around the pool getting names and
all boys wishing to make the team . times . Ann-Marie got the job as
The purpose of the practice, Mr . team manager when the boys on
Wenzel inferred, is to initiate the the team saw her standing around
boys in basic moves and tactics, one day, dragged her down to
as "there are no tryouts ." Those Coach Wong, who asked her if she
who join the team will be carried would accept the job . In keeping
on the roster.
with the tradition of a female manPractices will be held Monday, ager, and luckily for the squad,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, from she accepted . She is a graduate of
ing
High School and is tak4-6, in- the gym at the main build- . Cathedral
ing a liberal arts course at BCC .
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a lion size, job. See page 11 - Editorial.
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In The Jungle
On the first page .of this section there is
a lion walking out the front steps of the
school . It is rather obvious that this huge
cat has just come from the Student Lounge!
This king of the jungle has a good home at
BCC .
The present conditions of the Student
Lounge have the appearance of a Spartan
training camp . The couches that once adorned the "recreation area" have been viciously
mauled beyond compare . Once conditions in
this area were different ; the Student Council had plans to redecorate, the purpose of
which was to create an atmosphere conducive to relaxation . These plans included a
stereo set, curtains, paintings, etc . This is no
longer the case .
Now the lounge is barren . This is because
a certain number of the student body, have
created a "jungle ."
Let's keep the Lions in the jungle, not in
the Lounge .

Filth at CFO

In the last issue of Communicator, it was erroneously reported
that a new course, International
Fashion Scene, has been officially
approved and would be offered by
the Department of Business and
Commerce for the first time during
the forthcoming Summer Session .
Actually, the information that
was received had come indirectly
and not from Dr. Corbman, Chairman of the Department of Business and Commerce, as was previously reported. Approval of the
course has been given by the Curriculum Committee of the faculty
and it now awaits further consideration by the Faculty Council
at its meeting on February 9 . If
approved by that body, final action must be taken by the Board
of Higher Education .
"The subject has brought about
a good deal of interest from those
concerned with its support and execution . If approved the International Fashion Scene will be the
first of its kind offered by a community college in the State of New
York . It is in keeping with the
general trend of international study
abroad programs endorsed by the
City University and State University of New York . The proposed
course is designed to provide students a first hand knowledge of
the problems and techniques as well
as offer opportunity for cultural
insight as related to international
fashion development and marketing by visiting several European
fashion centers in the British Isles
and France .

member when the floors were washed last ;
if at all .
We could understand it if the offices were
left a little .untidy because of the renovation .
However, when we visited there, we saw little in the way of construction and no plau .
sible excuse for the floors being so fouled up
.t would be interesting to see what would
happen if the higher administrative offices
were housed there. They may not care about
how school offices are kept, but we are surf
that the students do . .f students are told to
keep their school clean, let the faculty do
likewise .

There's a Place
.n the BCC main building, spaces are at
premium . Every inch is supposedly used for
something. However, there remains a place
in the school that has not been fully utilized
That is the attic .
Although the space cannot be used for
classrooms, (due to fire regulations) there
is no excuse for the area not to be made avail
able for other use .

BCC recently moved many of its faculty
facilities to the Concourse offices in the vain
hopes of having more and better room in
which to work. This seems to be a little premature .

Among the possible advantages for this
"secret area," are student organization meet
inn places, a faculty and administration
lounge, a workshop, etc. .n fact, Student
Council Prep . Raymond Finkel, has expressed
his desire for a general student activities
headquarters to be set aside in this location

On almost any day, students visiting the
annex wonder which is covered with more
filth-the streets outside or the floors at
the CFO . A number of people working over
there have pointed out that they cannot re-

We certainly hope that the administration
of the college, will take these various suggestin into consideration, and that the "ATT .(
AREA" will, at least, become of use to the
student body .

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
BOOK EXCHANGE?
Dear Editor,
As the outgoing vice-president
of the Student Council of Bronx
Community College, I feel that I
would be untruthful to myself and
my former school if I were not to
bring to you a problem that exists
within our school . That is the Book
Store . As an example, students'
pay, with their hard earned money,
for books that they believe they
can return at the end of the semester. Then when they seek to
return a book for a 50% rebate
they are told by a most pleasant
clerk that "Sorry, we aren't using
the book this term . Wait for June .
Or do you want a catalogue price?
Well, I believe that the student
body has had enough of this treatment . The time is now ripe for a
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE .
To Ray Finkel, incoming President
of Student Council, I can only say
that you should do all in your

Frosh Crowned
With Beanies
Ray Finkel, President of Student Government, has announced
that the use of freshman beanies
will be initiated this semester .

Mr . Finkel said, in response to
inquiries made about the beanies :
"This term we are looking for
the kind of school spirit that we
have not had in the past but that
many small colleges out of town
have always had ."

The idea of introducing a "gimmick" into student life of BCC to
encourage school spirit was brought
up several times in the past but
was always passed over . Ira Grann,
Associate Editor of the Communi-'
cator called for a new school spirit
campaign last semester (see "Rose
Colored Glasses, Vol . 17, No . 3,
October 27,' 1966) and mentioned
freshman beanies as a possible incentive for incoming students.
`Since then," Mr . Finkel went
on, "I have taken it upon myself
to see that such a spirit arises in
our college ."
Mr. Finkel concluded that he
would be watching carefully for
freshman reaction to the beanie
project .

Pass or Fail?
"Lions" Learn

Students at Columbia College,
the Liberal Arts school for men
at Columbia University, will soon
have an option to choose one course
per semester during the regular
academic year in which the grade
received will be either Pass or
Fail .

The proposal was voted upon by
the faculty of Columbia College
and will take effect in September of this year . This method of
recording grades will replace the
old A, B, C, D, and F grading
system .
The faculty explained that the
reason for the move is a- desire
"to alleviate an excessive emphasis on grades and to encourage
students to take more courses in
areas outside of their fields of
specialization ."
The only three schools to employ this grade system are Columbia, Princeton, which began in
the spring of 1966, and Brown,
which followed in September of
the same year.

Forum 7

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

power to initiate a student exchange ; run by the students . In
the past I have been told that the
school has a contract with the
book store . That may be so ; however, the students do not have a
contract with the book store .

Communicator, contained the most
disgusting article it has ever been
my misfortune to read .

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

I am the first to agree that in
our wonderful country, everyone
has the right to feel how he may
about the war in Vietnam . But just
This past term President Lesser what kind of "low-life" can call
had suggested that we set up this our servicemen "murderers and exexchange . I felt, however, that tra-trained killers ."
the book store was sufficient . One
I'm sure that not all our servcan be wrong. I am admitting that
icemen desire to fight and kill .
I was wrong. Now I ask the new
But for nearly, two hundred years
administration of Student Counnow Americans have been giving
cil and all students to unite and
their lives so that the rest of our
form a Student Exchange . You
country and the rest of the world
have nothing to lose ; you have cash
can live in peace and freedom .
to gain .
Since I'm an ex-serviceman, I
Most respectfully,
Robert Baram find nothing more sickening and
Vice President Council distasteful than someone with a
Fall, 1966 fat 2-S rating sitting behind a
typewritter insulting the very
brave young men who are dying
VIETNAM COMMENT
to keep our country free .
To the Editor :
The Jan . 5, 1967, issue of The
John Rescigno

from the Lawy ers Desk

Mr. David P . Greenberg the senior accountant at Bronx Community
College has taken it upon himself to do research on the laws of the state
of New York and bring any changes therein to the attention of both faculty and students . In order to bring us this helpful information, Mr .
Greenberg has made his services available to me, a member of the Communicator staff, and has collaborated with me in setting his work up as
a column . Let it be understood that I have simply taken his information
and columnized it . All research and credit goes to Mr . Greenberg, Esq.,
member of the Bar Association of the State of New York and Supreme
Regina Kesich
Court of the United States .

This first column is to inform you of changes in the Motor Vehicle
and Traffic Law .
All vehicles must be inspected annually and all new cars must pass
inspection before they can be sold . If your vehicle was inspected prior
to receiving your 1967 registration renewal, sometime within a year
of the month of the last inspection, you must have your vehicle inspected for your 1968 renewal . However, if your vehicle was not inspected before you obtained your 1967 registration renewal then it
must be inspected next spring as follows :
1962-63 models - before May 1 .
1964
models - before June 1 .
1965
models - before July 1 .
1966-1967 models - before August 1 .
When you receive your new registration sticker, it must be placed
directly over last year's sticker - on the rear plate . Last year's sticker must be cleaned off before the new one can be applied over it .
Starting with 1968, all passenger cars sold in New York State must
be equipped with a dual brake system, adjustable left side-view mirror,
padded instrument panels and padded sun visors and visor holders .
Except in an emergency, motor vehicles may not stop, stand, or park
on malls between divided highways . In addition to the rear signal lights
required on a motor vehicle, any trailer being pulled by this vehicle
must also have the necessary lights on the back .
For anyone driving under the influence of narcotics, hallucinogens,
certain stimulants or depressants, the same rules apply as to those
regarding persons driving in an intoxicated condition . The old adage
"Alcohol and Gasoline do not mix" is now revised - "Alcohol and/or
Drugs do not mix with Gasoline ."
Effective January 1, 1967, it is illegal for a driver to cut across a
sidewalk, driveway, parking lot, gas station or other private property,
to avoid an intersection or traffic control device. VERY IMPORTANT
to note is that when lights are required on a moving vehicle you must
use your headlights, never parking lights . Also, remember that a vehicle may enter an intersection while a trafic light is YELLOW, but
keep in mind that the yellow light is a warning that the red will follow immediately. When the red light appears, vehicles may not enter
the intersection .
Motorcycle buffs have some special rules effective January 1, 1967 .
No one may drive or ride on a motorcycle without wearing an approved protective helmet. In addition, all handlebars or grips may not
be more than 15 inches higher than the driver's' seat . All riders must
wear protective goggles or face shield unless the vehicle has an approved wind screen . The Commissioner of Motor Vehicles will set
standards for all helmets, goggles, face shields, and wind screens sold
in New York State . You should be alert for the standards when published and comply with the law accordingly .
Motorcycles must not be driven more than two abreast, in any single
lane of traffic . When driving a motorcycle and you are passing other
vehicles, your motorcycle must pass on the left in an open lane . Motorcycles may no longer pass between rows of vehicles parked, stopped,
or moving in adjacent lanes . All lane markings must be observed by
motorcycle drivers.
We hope this first of a series of columns will help you to be a better driver ; by -observing all traffic laws . By doing so you can not only
save lives but also money as you will not be served with a summons
for a traffic violation.

Kennedy Confab:
A Success Story

What Happens

Focus On Relations
By TOM RATNER
Who? What? Why? When? Where?
Many students of Bronx ComOrdinarily, these questions would serve as the basis for the munity College have always wonlead paragraph of a news story. But from Friday night dered just exactly what human reJanuary 20 through Monday afternoon January 23 some eightylations training is and what purpose it serves.
people were asking themselves these five questions for a Basically, human relations traindifferent reason - to learn about who they were, what they ing involves a process of learning
were doing, why they were doing it, where they were doing and applying psycho-dynamic and
socio-dynamic techniques for the
it and when they were doing it.
purpose of developing awareness,
understanding, and respect between
people in groups, between groups,
and just between two individuals.

These eighty people were students from Bronx Community ColMixed Results
lege, members of the John F. Ken- The group members of the conTwo Basic Sources
nedy Human Relations Society and ference adapted themselves to the Historically, human relations dehuman relations trainers from the technique extremely well and dem- veloped as a behavioral science
Institute of Applied Psychology. The onstrated a successful learning of stemming from studies and dissubject of our "story" was the 5th human dynamics not shown as coveries made about people in psyBronx Community College Human fully at past conferences. But as chology and sociology. Psychology
Relations and Leadership Training was also the case in past confer- focuses on the human mind and
Conference held at Deerpark Farm ences, the participants were un- personality and seeks to bring
Resort Hotel.
concerned with "back home appli- about a positive change in human
"Beautiful, But What Do We
cation" of what they had learned. behavior. Sociology focuses on
Call It?"
They were generally more inter- groups and the trends of relationA new technique in human re- ested in meeting again with their ship that take place in groups and
lations training developed by the fellow group members and perpe- between groups and aims at
Institute of Applied Psychology was tuating the unity that existed in bringing
about
a
greater
employed in the various group their respective groups. Thus this understanding of the processes at
sessions of the conference by problem of carrying through the work in social situations. In human
training teams of IAP professionals conference experience into an on- relations training, both psychology
and JFK students. The technique, going program of human relations and sociology are combined in
which is so new it doesn't event education at Bronx Community order to provide an opportunity
have a name yet, involves a College remains a major challenge for a fuller learning experience
gradual entry into the world of to the Kennedy Society and the for those being trained.
emotional education, according to a Counselors of BCC working with
Who To Thank
series of steps worked out by the the membership. Further meetings
Institute, and trained in in- will be held in the very near fu- Important work in human relatensively by the Kennedy Society ture for the purpose of exploring tions has been done by several infor over a month prior to the con- and developing means of accom- dependent organizations as well as
by colleges and universities. Forference. The intended result of plishing this most elusive goal.
most among those in the latter
this training program and of the
Feedback
category would be the Group Reconference itself was learning and
application of new communication General reactions from the stu- search Center of the University of
skills in the Society and in stu- dents were highly favorable, more Michigan at Ann Arbor. The leaddent life of Bronx Community Col- so than after any of the previous ing independent human relations
conferences:
authority for many years has been
lege.
"I never knew there was so much the National Training Laboratory,
Once Upon A Time
now based in Washington, D.C.
The story of this conference of- to learn .. ."
"The whole thing is respect.
Every June, NTL conducts a twoficially dates back to a Saturday
.."
week workshop training program
afternoon, about seven weeks ago,
"We have to do it again..."
at Beth-el, Maine. Several faculty
when sixteen student trainers from
the Kennedy Society met with a "Now, maybe, I can get through and counselors from BCC as well
to
him
.
.
."
as student members from the Ken
corps
of
professional
trainers
from the Institute at an art "I wish we just had more time ..." . nedy Society have attended in
the past few years.
studio, on the second floor of a "Why didn't they think of this
small building wedged cozily be- years ago ...?"
Alternative Orientations
Most. of the students came away
tween two coffee shops on 39th
with
a
definite
feeling
of
having
Recently,
however, several new
Street. At that time, Dr. Geoffrey
Lindenauer, President of the In- learned something that would help schools of human relations have
stitute and training coordinator of them in their dealings with other arisen to challenge many of the
the program, introduced the new people in the future. They admit- basic concepts originally put fortechnique to the student trainers ted the need for improvement in ward by NTL. High on the list of
and outlined the type of prep- human relations but were not so these is the Institute of Applied
aration they would be involved in sure as to how to bring it about Psychology. The human dynamics
before the conference. But on get- division of this expanding and inbefore the conference.
away day they seemed much more creasingly powerful organization
"7 O'Clock in the Morning?"
During the next month or so the optimistic that ultimately human has provided professional training
student trainers were meeting in relations training would amount to and consultation to the Kennedy
intensive sessions with the Insti- something more than just a mean- Society for the past three contute, sometimes at seven o'clock in ingful learning experience for those ferences, including, of course, the
the morning, in order throughly to that participated. Whether or not one just concluded. In fact, the new
familiarize themselves in using the they would see the time when this communication technique developed
technique and in working to- development came about however, by Dr. Lindenauer and his associates poses an alternative to the
gether with their IAP counterpart. was extremely doubtful.
A major challenge to both IAP and All told, this conference was by standard "T" Group (more comJFK personnel was developing a far, the most successful in terms monly know at BCC as a "D" Group)
working relationship between the of achieving the immediate goal of as a vehicle for individual and
two groups and ironing out an awareness and learning and a group learning.
understanding regarding their re- realization of the need for mutual,
spective areas of authority as far interpersonal respect. The ultimate II!I!!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!Illllllllillllllllllllllll
as the conference itself was con- goal of applying the results for
cerned. Despite moments of fric- the purpose of bringing about a Women's sleeping quarters at the
tion and resentment, the result of general improvement in student Deerpark resort.
the training program was a very relations at Bronx Community Colclose bond between the Institute lege now can only remain in the
and the Society and a unifying feeling hands of time.
of accomplishment.
Fingers Crossed
The next step in the program
was the conference itself. Both the
IAP and the Kennedy Society were
genuinely concerned with how readily the conference participants could
accept this new learning process
and whether or not they were
willing to apply it to their everyday lives at BCC. The results were
astonishing on one hand, and, dissappointing on the other.

Why The Conferences
A question raised frequently by ticular workshop project. Once the
students and faculty alike is: "Why decision to have a conference is
do you have these conferences? definitely made, a whole series of
operations goes into effect. ProWhat do you do at them?"
The basic purpose of a confer- fessional trainers must be invited
ence is to hold worshops in human and soon enough to suit their calrelations and leadership. But it is endars. The committee must then
not at all that simple. Provisions meet with the professionals and
must also be made for relaxation, work out a design for the confersocial, and recreational activities, ence and make up training teams
food, and an atmosphere that is for the workshop groups.
sufficiently different from the
Where It's At
everyday, back-home situation to
A site must be selected. It is alfacilitate a feeling of open com- most exclusively a camp or a homunication, honesty, and a willing
tel, depending upon the time of

Dining Hall at the conference-a scene of constant discussion.
ness to learn and to share. That
is why a camp or a hotel
outside of the city is chosen for
these projects.
"We Are Gathered Together..."
Many kinds of groups can meet
at a conference. The small workshop training group is the basic
unit and it generally consists of
ten to fifteen members. In addition, smaller groups for reflection
and feedback may be scheduled and
they are usually made up of two
to six members. Then there are
general sessions involving the entire conference body. These sessions are ordinarily used for the
keynote speech, an orientation, and
theory presentations and demonstrations by professional and student
staff
members.
If
a
particular
issue
is
under
discussion in a general session,
it will often break down into
smaller discussion units called "
buzz groups." The purpose of
these groups is to develop possible alternative solutions to a
given program on the floor of the
general meeting and then to report back to the general body when
it meets again. Usually, each "
buzz
group"
selects
a
representative
to
deliver
the
consensus of the members.
Pre-Conference "Madness"
The process of planning, organizing, and coordinating a conference is an exciting challenge to
the committee in charge of a parWhat Human Relations Training_
Is Not
One uninformed concept of human relations that many BCC students seem to have is that what
goes on in workshop groups is
therapy. While it is true that the
learning which results from group
sessions may have a "therapeutical" effect on some of the participants or on the group as a whole,
therapy is not the purpose of human relations training. Nor do
the professional trainers in the
group

year and the weather during which
the conference will be held. But
whether a camp or a hotel is picked, certain requirements must be
met by a potential site before a
final decision is made., Sleeping
facilities should be ample and properly cared for. These must be recreational facilities such as a lounge and a dancing area. There
must be at least one large room
that can be employed specifically for
general
meetings
and
entertainment. And most importantly,
there must be rooms for workshop
groups and their facilities should be
such that the participants and , the
training teams can meet in a
comfortable atmosphere.
Any conference site is thoroughly
examined by the planning and
coordinating
committee
well
in
advance of the projected dates of the
conference
and
working
arrangements are made with the
management about every aspect of
the conference. Additional considerations, such as snacks at certain
times, are also taken care of. Food is
a very special factor on each
conference and the committee takes
special care to get a commitment
from the management that meals
will suit the needs of the participants. The menu for the conferenceis worked out between the committee and the management. And, or
course, the rates charged by the site
for-the conference must reasonably
conform with budgetary guidelines.
"I Only Want To Be With You"
Making up a rooming plan is a
constant headache to the committee
but someway, somehow, a final
arrangement is cobbled together,
only to be changed completely by the
participants themselves with or
without the permission of the
committee. As a rule the committee
reluctantly goes along with such
changes. The management of the site
generally takes a much dimmer view.
How the groups are made up
largely depends upon the immediate
goals of the conference. In the past
they have been either preplanned or
formed at the conference on the first
day according to the interests of the
participants.

Hear Ye, Hear Ye
Recruiting and publicity for the
permit therapy during a workshop conference is handled at the home
session. The purpose of human re- front (meaning BCC) in a variety of
ways. To kick off the campaign,
lations training is education,
(Continued on Next Page)
Where To Go, Who To See
Students interested in more information about human relations
training and participating in an educational program in this area are
advised to get in touch with the
Kennedy Society and with Fred
Zielke and Fredlee Kaplan.

And How They Are Run John F.
(Continued from Preceeding Page

letters are sent out to the student s
The main problem for both stuexpected to attend . Flyers wit h dents and professionals is the inthe basic information are distrib editable "let down" feeling that
uted throughout the college . Poss- comes on the day they have to
ters are put up on the bulletin
• leave. It affects the group sessions
boards . Announcements are mad • and their productivity and it puts
in the Communicator . Notes are
• a general damper on the social atput in the mailboxes of all student
misfire
. The result is that the
organizations. Phone calls are mad • students don't feel like working
to key student leaders in the hop • but prefer to just sit around and
they will spread the word . An in - talk or make arrangements to meet
formation post is set up in the
• again in the city . The final worklobby and in the cafeteria on the
• shop sessions are usually scrapped
fifth floor .
as a result, but are always planAnd finally, as a last resort , ned just in case there is somestudents parade around all center s thing further the members do feel
of the college wearing sandwich
h like doing when the time comes .
signs. But with all this going on , There is also a good deal of inthe committee mainly relies o • terpersonal reflection and evaluatword of mouth recruiting because
• ing begining on the last night and
such information comes across
caroysingvethlasdyn
more effectively when it is de - often the level of these discussions
livered from one person to another .
r• is quite emotional .
A Small Miracle

Nothing Quite Like It

Considering the many responsiIrnespuomait-,cnfer isa
bilities of a conference committee ,
one might well wonder how a con ference ever comes off . And there
•
are times when the committee ha s
serious doubts. However, when the
•
day comes and the committee me m bers plop exhausted into chair s
after staying up all night and run
ping around tables collating page s
for the conference program and
manual there comes with it a tire d
but exhilarating feeling of pride
and accomplishment .Everything
has fallen into place, and the con
ference is ready to roll .
"Well," one member turns to an
other with a sigh and a grin, "w e

very unique experience and many
participants and staff members are
already eagerly looking forward to
the next one . In terms of the ideal
combination of learning and fun
there is really no other experience
quite as valuable to the individual and to the group in which he
generally finds himself .

• The Confab

Personnel
- , The personnel
of a conference is

a mixed team of faculty, students,
did it again ."
e and professionals. Each of these
The next step is getting all the
participants gathered in front o f groups has a specific area of au-throaynderalso
the main building at a given time
and herding them on to the busess which are shared by two of them
A small advance group takes of f or all three of them .
•
The organizational and publicity
ahead . of time to make last minute
• work for the conference, the selecpreparations at the site. By the
time the participants arrive, the
• tion of the site, and the coordinatexcitement is at a high pitch an e ing of social and informational
everybody is ready for an expert - functions at the conference is
handled exclusively by the student
ence he will long remember .
coordinators from the Kennedy So
Keeping The Wheels Turning
ciety .

As the conference moves along ,
The training and group aspect
ample recreation and social pe of the conference is taken care of
roods are slipped into the sched by the professionals and by the
ule to allow the students to re faculty .
lax and unwind . Generally the eveeThe maintaining of the minimum

i

Kennedy
Society

Last Lay Blues

If ever an aura of mystery surrounded a student organization at
Bronx Community College, it has
surrounded and currently surrounds the John F . Kennedy Human Relations Society . Most students of BCC just don't know exactly what the Kennedy Society
is and what it is supposed to do .
The Kennedy Society is a group
of students and alumni from BCC
dedicated to the study and application of human dynamics techniques to further successful education in human relations . The membership seeks to develop awareness, compassion, understanding,
and respect between people, within groups, and between groups . It
is the theory of the society that
by understanding the human forces that work against effective
human relations and by learning
about them and being familiar with
them, then appropriate human dynamics techniques can be learned
and applied to counteract these
forces and clear the way fox
growth and progress . The Society
was not named after John F . Kennedy in dedication to his politics
but in dedication to his belief in
humanism .
The society is barely three years
old but has already held five workshop conferences for BCC and is
still struggling with the challenge
of back home application . The society, in cooperation with advisers
Fred Zielke and Fredlee Kaplan
has been conducting group meetings for BCC students and plans
to expand this program with the
coming of the new semester .
IlllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllldiUIIICiIIfHI!lill!IIIIIIIiiIII~iiliillllillillllllli .U' :

"Compassion"
`Understanding
"Respect"
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pings are left open for this pur
pose but an hour or so is also added
during the day in order to break
the worn down feeling that results
s
from doing something for an extended period of time in the same
place .

requirements for discipline at the
conference is under the exclusive
jurisdiction of the faculty .

Rooming and group assignments
as well as the design of the conference is usually worked on by
all three groups or by representaThe . inevitable "small" problems tives
tives of all three groups .
come up and the student-facultyy
In the case of this particular
coordinating team handles them
conference, the professionals were
as they come :
trainers from the Institute of Ap"I'm locked out of my room .' plied Psychology . The technique
(See the manager and-get a key .
and design for the conference were
"I'm alergic to fish ." (Make spe- developed by the Institute and
cial arrangements with the kit- hence Dr. Jeff Lindenauer was the
chen .)
training coordinator .
"I don't feel well ." (Get somee
sleep,)
"What group am I in?" (Check
the program.)
"Should we go to every session?"
(What do you think?)

Fred Zielke, coordinator of evening activities and faculty adviser of the Kennedy Society, was
the highest ranking faculty member at the conference and he served as -the faculty coordinator .

a
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Fredlee Kapan, associate faculty
advisor of the society and a counselor at BCC, works with Mr .
Zielke .
Dan Skillan, also a counselor at
BCC and one who has served as a
professional trainer in all of the
conferences, was training consultant and a group coordinator .
The student coordinators, were
Al Kaplan, Arthur Marsh, Ann
Glick, Andy Meyerson, Ray Finkel,
and Tom Ratner.

BCC Enters The Computer Age

By MARY LOU BUZZALINO
In the depths of BCC's basement is a small room
which houses some of the most intricate machines
used in the college . To the "initiates," it is known as
the "IBM room ." Most of the students may recall the
registration cards with the little holes punched on
them ; the cards usually say, "Do not bend, fold, or
mutilate ." That statement goes unheeded as the technicians in the IBM room well know . During the fall
registration, IBM cards were returned decorated
with soda, potato chips, and various other edibles .
The cards had been folded into various intricate
shapes, chewed, and mutilated in various other ways .
This is very likely to be one reason why it took the
technicians in the IBM room until mid-October to
sort out and complete the fall registration job.
At present, the IBM room is humming with activity in preparing the cards for early registration .
Also in progress are preparations to compile and
print the end-term grade reports . Student records
are kept on file through the use of IBM machines .
The student number, number of credits taken, index,
and quality points are all recorded by the little holes
on the cards students receive during registration
periods . An error of 1 wrong hole or of a crushed
card entered into a machine can cause serious damage to the machines because of their intricacy and
sensitivity.
Little Holes
The story of IBM records begins with the keypunch machine which is the "cause" of the "little
e

holes" on the cards . Keypunch operators in the business world are generally required to be able to punch
a minimum of 60 cards a minute . Most operators,
however, punch several hundred cards per minute .
The keypunch machine is operated almost exactly
like a typewriter ; the 026 keypunch machine even
prints the characters being punched into the card
along the top edge of the card .
To correct any errors which may have been made
in keypunching, there is a verifier, the 056 machine.
Cards already punched are inserted into the machine
and the same data is again punched into the card .
If there is an error, the column in which the error
appears is notched along the top edge of the card .
If the card is correct, the right-hand edge of the
card is notched. In this way, cards containing errors
may be taken out and repunched .

Another machine in use at BCC is the 085 Collator
which can match different sets of cards containing
the same data such as the 3 pre-registration cards
which all contain the same information, the student's name, identification number, and the semester .
This machine saves a great deal of time and effort
in matching students' cards because it is able to
handle up to 480 cards per minute . Imagine a secretary trying to match 480 cards a minute by hand!
However, machines do occasionally break down ; so
for those of you who received your pre-registration
cards a little late, one of the machines may have
become a bit "temperamental ."
Grade Reports
The end-of-term grade reports are printed by the
407 Accounting machine . Cards with the necessary
information, (student name, ID number, course,
grade, etc .), are fed into the machine which then
prints out the data on the forms which students
later receive as their "grade reports ." This machine
is capable of "reading" 150 cards per minute and
the print-out rate is 18,000 characters per minute .

Part of BCC's New IBM Complex .

The machine which is really fun to watch in operation is the 082 Sorter . This is the machine often
seen in movie or TV ads which has all the little
compartments where cards "fall in." The purpose
of this machine is designated by its name - to sort
cards . This may be used for alphabetical arrangementor arrangement by grades or by quality points
or any other specified order. For example, if the
technician needs to sort out the cards of students

with an index below 2 .00, the machine is set for
that job and the cards are fed into the "hopper ." At
a rate of 450 cards per minute, the machine "picks
out" the various cards it was "programmed" for and
they are sent through chutes to the proper "pocket ."
It is fascinating to watch this machine in operation
and see all the cards travel to their proper chutes
and fall in the pockets .
Punched cards have to be readily identifiable and
this introduces another machine, the 548 Interpreter .
This machine translates 60 columns of punched data
into printed characters on two printing lines on the
face of the' card . This enables the technician to tell
at a glance what information is contained on the
card . This machine interprets 60 cards per minute .
Time Saver
Another "time-saver" in use at BCC is the 514
Reproducing punch which is capable of reproducing
the same information on clank cards from those
previously punched at the rate of 50 cards per
minute . This is "especially useful in the case of the
pre-registration cards where 3 cards must be prepared for each student . With this machine, 1 card
only need be punched ; then it is fed into the reproducer which duplicates it . (If only we could "borrow" this machine for homework .)

The last, and most impressive-sounding machine
on our tour is the 1620 Computer. This is a very
special machine because it can "think ." One of the
courses which was initiated this semester in the
Engineering Curriculum is computer programming .
This course was designed to enable the students
who are planning on majoring in either Math or
Engineering to make use of the computer to solve
their long and extremely complicated math or
science problems . With just the outline of the problem and the necessary information in the line of
statistics and figures, the solution is available in a
matter of minutes whereas it may take a student
days to work out the problem "longhand ." Professor Erdsnecker, the instructor in this course (SF
24), has stated that the Engineering school of City
College, computer programming is now a requirement . Pre-Engineering students take notice . The
Course offered here at BCC may fulfill this requirement.
So we can see that IBM machines seem to have
taken over our lives, even in the realm of schoolwork . We may, however, take comfort in the realization that these machines do have tendencies to
break down and man is still needed to repair these
"mechanical marvels ."

SPOTLIGHT ON
Mr . Louis Schwartz, Department of Sociology
Rarely do the students come upon
an instructor who immediately
"strikes them as being out of the
ordinary. Such a man is Mr . Louis
Schwartz, last term's acting chairman of the Sociology Department .
Inventor, teacher, and stark realist, Mr . Schwartz has spent the
past year at BCC, instructing at
the Nursing Centerr .
. Unfortunately,
he has left to teach at Hunter
this term .
"Self made" is an ideal descripion of the thoughts he expresses
on life . First and foremost, he is
at constant odds with the problem
of people "falling into the groove ."
Instead of getting into the groove
of things, he feels that we should
spend more time getting out of it .
"See more of what is around you ;
be more aware ."

He applies this to government,
accusing the government of being
illustrative of this . It is so deep
in what it is doing, that it can't
see other possibilities . "Ethnocentric" is the term he uses for this
tendency to be "too American .
Almost America Uber Alles ."
In discussing his impressions of
the students, he was most delighted . "I didn't think I would get
such class participation ; they really wanted to know ." His classes
often go away from the lesson to
what the students relate an interest in .
Instill Confidence

Mr. Schwartz sincerely tries to
instill confidence in the students
to speak their minds no matter
what the subject may be . He pointed out that this is so vital since
"they must ultimately surpass
their parents and their teachers,
learning all that they knew and
going beyond.
He added that he welcomes new

and unique ideas as a method of matter of the lesson, describing
keeping up' with this "new genera- the lessons in terms ranging from
the "fantastic" to "being comtion ."
pletely -involved ." Many have exHis idea of a good teacher is one
pressed the opinion that his classes
who does not merely propose theowere not only the most stimulatry, but "gives of himself (personing they have experienced, but the
ality, and experiences) in the way
most enjoyable .
of all that he has been and all
His discussion of religion were
that he has learned." This, he
feels, helps to "instill more insight summed up in the statement, "I
don't think it is true that we reinto the formal lesson . An in; we merely
structor must bring every phase of spect others religion
"They must ultimately surpassed their p arents and their teachers"
tolerate their differences . It's much
his knowledge to support the
like the fact that we say we re- I am, you're aware of that," he under the auspices of the club .
theory, giving the students a
The car itself has the steering
- but we really points out.
foundation for society, but also a spect Communism
"All
my
adult
life
I've
had
to
wheel
on the right side, as is norpractical application to what they show only tolerance .
bend way down over bowls to wash mal for use in England, and gets
Different . Unusual . Much like
learned."
my face, and lately I've begun to fifteen miles per gallon on the
his history and hobbies .
The results of such an outlook
feel it in my back ." His adjust- usual low octane gas. He has proudNever Finished H .S.
is exemplified in the reaction to
able basin solves this by its ability ly pointed out that Queen Mary
his lectures on the part of the stuLouis Schwartz never finished to change height effortlessly and once rode in the car, when it was
dents. Many have become com- High School served as a naviga- at the flick of a switch . As a fur- owned by her brother-in-law .
pletely wrapped up in the subject tor in a B-24 during World War ther innovation, he points to the
The reaction he has gotten to
II . After the war he realized that fact that the basin can be set on his rare piece of luxury transportahe was missing something and took wheels for use by hospital patients . tion have run from standing ovathe high school equivalence exam . He expects it to be sold within the tions and envy to pure pleasure.
He went to get his baccalaureate next year. The manufacturing work His reason for purchasing the car
from Columbia in Sociology at will be farmed out to the firm that was that it was something he aldistributes it .
ways wanted and he finally decidnight while working days .
Other items he has worked on ed that, after many years, he was
He has traveled extensively, lecturing in Israel at the Bar Ilan include an automatic brake for cars going to get one .
The inside is unbelievably comUniversity, and recently lectured and a more efficient self-drying
c. '
fortable, with deep cushions, a sun
to the B'nai Brith on marriage, hair curler for the women .
P
J
One of the most obvious exam- roof, a foot rest, perfume bottles,
family, and sex education . Of his
five latest tours, none of were ples of the many interests this a silver powder case, address book ;
less than three months . He de- man has is his 1934 Rolls Royce, wallet mirror, and "occasional"
scribes his life as constantly pictured on the cover of this ma- (jump) seats .
The engine is in a spotless cons
changing . But teaching seems to gazine. The car is in spotless conrk
~ 3
dition, right down to the original dition as the body, albeit the 14
be his whole life .
and amazingly unused upholstery . coats of body paint must be some
Successful Inventor
For laughs he even keeps a chauf- help .
Outside the classroom he is feur's cap on the seat and has
Again, the students are presented
a
quite a successful inventor . His added an old time ah-ooh-ga horn . with quite a display of the differx
big project for the moment is the He is a member of the Rolls Royce ent and the unique in Mr . Louis
contracts for his adjustable wash Club of America as well, and has Schwartz .
basin . It can be raised and lowered done some touring with the car
-B . B.
to the height prefered by the user .
Most washbasins are from thirtyMr . Schwartz displaying his unique one to thirty-two inches from base
to bowl . "When you're as tall as
Rolls Royce .

Book Review

P. S . WILKINSON . by C. D . P . Bryan . 441 pp. New York :
Harper and Row . $4 .95.
P . S . WILKINSON is C . D. P . Bryan's first novel . It was
immediately met with a great amount of interest and enthusiasm and was named the 1965 Harper Prize Novel by a committee composed of Granville Hicks, John Barkham, and Shirley Ann Grau.

Here is a novel of a young man stationed in peace time Korea in
1960. The reader is immediately involved with first Lieutenant Philip
Sadler Wilkinson and his anxiety to be discharged from the Photo Intelligence branch of the U .S . Army. P . S . Wilkinson anticipates reentering the envied existence of his old college buddies and friends
who have already established themselves in a job and family, when to
his disgust, the Army has once again, and for the third time, extended
his "visit" in Korea, now making it eighteen months that P . S . has
been in Korea .
The life to which he returns is far different from that which he expected. P. S . realizes that he's been away for quite a while and that
he can only adjust slowly . However, no one else seems to be able to
empathize with his strangeness and uncertainty .
P. S . Wilkinson is a young man trying very hard to take hold of
the world and of himself. He's a man whose background has been
painted by military schools and a proud family name . He is always
conscious that his honor must be maintained ; so here is P . S . Wilkinson : caught in between the exterior social stringentness of the regulations set up by his family and the interior "aching" of his natural
growing self lost and confused and being pushed and squeezed into
situations he really doesn't belong in .
His problem, which is not uncommon to young men of his age, is to
find the dubious but honorable course which he must follow . In doing
so, he has an affair with his old college girlfriend, who has since
been married and has a child, and gets a job with a bank, which will
cause him to waste his time and ability but will enable him to adjust
to people and to the contemporary life without straining himself .
Again, Wilkinson finds himself in the stringent situation which he
himself has developed . Rebelling, he knows, is the convenient solution, but P. S . is not a rebel . He believes that he must find himself
without relying on the transparent defense of a beard and sandals .
To his own surprise, P . S . Wilkinson does find success in a path between abject conformity and abject alienation and chooses it, realizing the many risks it entails . The reader emerges sharing the . same
fresh and exciting emotion of discovery with P . S . Wilkinson when
this novel grows into its conclusion and leaves him with an expression of strength in himself, Bryan, and Wilkinson .
-Rona Silverman

the ones such as "Belly," "Anti-button," "Unbutton," "Stoned," and
of course "Button," buttons . Some buttons have evolved into fun buttons. The anti-war "Kill for Peace" button is a fun button if worn with
one reading "Bomb Hanoi ." Then there are buttons such as "Dracula
Sucks" Blood, "Help Stamp Out Thinking - Support Censorship," "I am
a Human Being : Do Not Fold, Spindle or Mutilate," "Support Mental
ofi
Health or I'll Kill You," and "Women Should be Obscene and not
Heard" which are definite fun buttons .
ICE BREAKERS
Why people wear buttons is easily countered by "Why not wear
buttons?" "Buttons are fun! They're cheap and a great way of meeting people," as Peter puts it, "They're a basis for communication,
sort of tells people where you're at ." The innocent ones, "I am Anonyads!Unbutoe
mous Help Me" for example, when worn to parties, dances, or other
similar occasions enables others to start a conversation with a basic
By BOB STONEHILL
question such as - "where did you get that?"
Other buttons achieve popularity by bearing an obscure message .
"Nobody for Governor," "Give the Grass a Chance," "Sup- "Frodo Lives" (available in three languages) is a big seller relating
to the mythical hero of J .R .R. Tolkien's Lord of the Rings trilogy.
port Your Local Button Merchant," buttons ; Music by Ravi
Two fun buttons growing in popularity are the "Share Water With
Shankar ; Conversation by anyone who happens to be inter- Me" and "Let's Grok" buttons which are drawn from Robert Heinested ; and literature on all topics by anyone who wants to sell lein's Stranger In A Strange Land fantasy .
The obscure buttons are not restricted to the fun category . "Sat
it, all can be found at the Underground Uplift Unlimited, at
Cong" (Vietnamese for kill communists) and "Tao Chu Kwang" (the
28 St. Mark's Place, in the East Village .
alleged killer of John Birch) both have their patrons . The obscure
Located down the block from Cooper Union, on the same
buttons sell, according to Wicker, because they indicate a wearer's
street as the Five Spot Cafe, the Ukrainian-American Vil- being "in," and "the more `in' it is the better it does ."
lage Restaurant, and the Owl and the Pussycat, it stands opFREE SPEECH
The Uplift is a "free speech store" which advertises, "If it's Ideoposite a pseudo-psychedelic nightspot called "Balloon Farm"
logical, we'll sell -it ." They will sell "absolutely anything , . . on a
and Sterling Jensen's "Ecole de Mime" reflects in both its con=signment
basis ."
merchandise and outlook the cacophony of sounds, colors, and
As they put it "Underground Uplift Unlimited seeks to make `free
thoughts of its location.
speech' in our society a genuinely functioning institution . We have
"The Uplift" as it's generally created an arena for the free exchange of ideas by following (as much
known, flourishes on controversy as has been humanly possible) the free speech principles expounded
and rebellion . A large percentage and defended by the American Civil Liberties Union ."
of its patrons are young adults,
This freedom of expression is practiced as well as preached by "the
who have something to say and are Uulift ." They not only have "Support Your Local Button Merchant"
„
seeking a means by which they in stock but also sell "Ban Buttons" buttons .
can communicate their thoughts
3
and feelings . It makes little difference whether these thoughts
concern drugs, sexuality, homot
r
government,
exuality,
or the
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world's social structure, the Uplift
deals in buttons covering all these
areas and others while expressing
many different viewpoints on each
PRESIDENT
topic. Frequently, it is possible
k
to find "Bomb Hanoi" buttons in
the same drawer as "Kill for
Peace" buttons .
OUT OF HAND
The shop opened by Randy Wicker and Peter Ogren (plural of ogre)
in June, 1966, is the outgrowth of a part-time mail order business
which started to take up too much time . After deciding to liquidate,
an account of assets and liabilities showed the little business venture
to be in the red. It was also established at that time that a volume
only four times greater than which they were doing would enable them
to show profit . Starting with $3,000 capital, the Uplift was expected
to have grossed $50,000 in -1966 . The little mail order business is now
the biggest wholesaler in the country of protest buttons with a December volume of 120,000 buttons or approximately five times the
June turnover. Orders, such as one of 7,500 buttons sent to Italy or
one of 8,000 buttons for San Francisco, are all placed in plastic bags
which in turn are boxed for shipment . Randy and Peter found it necessary to work around the clock at Christmas in order to meet shipping commitments .
"BUTTONS ARE FUN"
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A DISSERTATION
ON MOOSE STEAK

Wearing pin-on buttons is not a new concept . Almost everyone is
By JOEL KWESKIN
familiar with the "Win With Wilkie" buttons of twenty-five years
One may trek through the Sahara, ascend the Alps, bathe with
ago . However, it is only within the past few years that the use of
Geishas, and kibbitz with Maharajahs, and still be missing out on one
buttons for other than political campaign purposes has become popular . of life's great, yet unheralded, pleasures : eating Moose steak
.
For the most part, automobile bumpers were the first to bear fun
Of course, being inconspicuously rare (which is how many people
statements such as "You Have Just Been Volkswagoned ; Passed by prefer to cook it), Moose steak does not readily convey the picture of
35 Horsepower ." The 'gap from bumpers to lapels was bridged shortly epicurean sophistication .
thereafter .
We must first delve into its history, which dates back to the early
According to Newsday, Wicker breaks the buttons down into three 1500's . Many of the Renaissance scholars (most of whom were still
general categories . "One-third has to do with drugs, one-third is in their Middle Ages) were influenced by the theoretical calculations
political and one-third is sex . Sex buttons sell to everyone and the
of Sir Harvey Whispsnade . It was Sir Harvey who had his colleagues
psychedelic buttons are very popular . Political buttons seem to be believe that the mating of a cow and a mouse would result in a moose
riskiest, particularly those that deal with specific personalities ." This A suspected fraud by the local license commission, Sir Harvey was
breakdown does leave out one category - the fun buttons ."These are certainly more surprised than anyone when he actually witnessed thephenomenal hybrid (Love can be a very powerful force, you know) .
It wasn't until after his laboratory had accidentally burned and all
the animals perished, that the scientist made a remarkable discovery .
He found the hybrids roasted to a savory. finish, and so, rather than
dispose of the meat, he ate it . The papers, next day, announced the
new historical "Moose Steak Mistake ."
While the average eater would tend to become disenchanted with the
Moose steak's common beef taste, a true gourmet would surely . find it
deer to him .
There is, however, a method of eating Moose steak . Banana yugurt
is the favorite among weight watchers, but to dip it in pistachio ice
crean has now become the "in" thing to do . After the dipping,
it is advisable to roll the meat around the gums and slide its natural
juices through the teeth until its suculence hits below the tongue and
teases the trachea - then one may put it in his mouth .
In eating Moose steak, forks and knives are obsolete . To eat with
one's hands becomes disarmingly quaint and fashionable (and tends
to set trends) .
Prediction : Moose steak has "arrived" and will undoubtedly become
the most popular food among college students for 1967 .
(If that statement is hard to swallow, simply eschew it!) .

